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Abstract

Interactions among multiple program inputs or options can lead to undesired or wrong behavior, such as system crashes and security vulnerabilities. This is especially challenging for large numbers of inputs such as for highly configurable systems, as the number of configurations to test grows exponentially with the number of boolean options. A lot of research has focused on systematically covering this configuration space, however there is little knowledge on how inputs interact as they can only be observed from their effects (e.g., from bug reports). A better understanding of interactions is needed to improve quality assurance.

In this thesis, we developed a dynamic analysis based on variational execution, that monitors data and control flow interactions among all options simultaneously. We analyzed the program traces of multiple medium sized highly-configurable systems to characterize and identify where and how interactions occur. We found that the essential configuration complexity (i.e., the degree of interactions occurring during executions) is indeed much lower than the combinatorial explosion, but that the pattern of how options interact are more nuanced than what state of the art analysis techniques exploit.

Interaction characteristics can inform analysis techniques, however, understanding of a specific interaction (e.g., a system crash), is challenging as this requires understanding how multiple inputs interact with each other to cause this undesired behavior while the program succeeds otherwise. Debugging such faults requires understanding the individual effects of inputs and how they interact to cause the fault. Contrasting traces of failing and the succeeding executions can reveal the interactions in their differences, and thus the information needed to understand the fault. We propose to align the execution traces of all configurations to discover and explain interactions. As complete traces are too large to be used for debugging, we present variational traces that concisely represent the differences on data and control flow caused by interactions. We again use variational executions to scale the generation of variational traces to exponential configuration spaces. To enable programmers interacting with such variational traces, we provide our debugging tool Varviz. We have shown that variational traces improve the performance of debugging variability faults by a factor of two compared to standard debuggers.
Zusammenfassung


In dieser Dissertation, haben wir einen dynamischen Ansatz entwickelt der auf Variational Execution basiert. Dieser Ansatz beobachtet Interaktionen in Daten und Kontrollfluss zwischen allen Optionen simultan. Wir haben Programmausführungen von mehreren mittelgroßen Programmen analysiert um zu charakterisieren und zu identifizieren wie und wo Interaktionen auftreten. Wir haben herausgefunden, dass die essentielle Konfigurationskomplexität (d.h. der Grad in dem Interaktionen während der Ausführung auftreten) tatsächlich wesentlich niedriger ist als die kombinatorische Explosion. Allerdings sind die Muster in denen Interaktionen auftreten nuancierter als aktuelle Techniken derzeit ausnutzen.
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1. Introduction

Most of today’s software provides some sort of configuration, such as most end-user programs, such as browsers, safety critical systems, such as cars, but also security sensitive software, such as SSL libraries and databases. Software variability allows to customize the behavior of a program regarding the requirements of its users [Apel et al., 2013a, Clements and Northrop, 2001, Pohl et al., 2005]. Variability enables a program to be specialized for thousands of different users with customized configurations. However, this flexibility comes at the cost of complexity. Each additional boolean option doubles the number of configurations, if there are no dependencies among the options. Thus, the number of configurations grows exponentially, causing the so-called configuration space explosion (a.k.a. combinatorial explosion). Analyzing each configuration individually is usually too time consuming, impractical or even impossible [Halin et al., 2017, Medeiros et al., 2015, Thüm et al., 2014]. However, testing each feature in isolations is not sufficient either, as fault are often caused by unexpected interactions among them, known as the feature interaction problem [Abal et al., 2018, Apel et al., 2013b, Bruns, 2005, Calder et al., 2003a,b, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008, Zave, 2009]. Thus, in practice, usually only one or few configurations are tested and detecting faults is left to users [Carmo Machado et al., 2014, Greiler et al., 2012, Medeiros et al., 2015].

Feature interactions are hard to find and can have severe consequences. As feature interactions are a general problem, they were reported in many different domains [Abal et al., 2018, Crespo et al., 2007, Donaldson and Calder, 2012, Georgiev et al., 2012, Jayaraman et al., 2007, Juarez Domínguez, 2012, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008, Weiss et al., 2007]. Faults due to feature interactions can lead to system crashes, leakage of sensitive data, server outages and severe problems in safety critical systems. Detecting feature interactions upfront seems impossible due to the huge configuration spaces of these systems, especially when more than two options are interacting.

There has been a lot of research providing specialized analyses and tools to detect faults caused by variability and feature interactions [Meinicke et al., 2014, Thüm et al., 2014]. These analyzes are based on common assumptions, that only few
features interact and that most interaction faults can be detected by covering interactions among three features [Abal et al, 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011]. However, these assumptions are based on bug reports and are biased towards frequently used configurations [Abal et al., 2018]. An exhaustive analysis of interactions is expensive and can only detect interactions by their observable effects [Halin et al., 2018]. However, higher degree interactions exist: for example Reisner et al. [2010] found that 7 of 30 options interact, and Nguyen et al. [2014b] detected interactions among 16 out of 50 plugins. These high degree interactions can potentially cause unexpected behaviors, that are unlikely to be detected with approaches that only cover interactions among few options.

Our goal is to improve the understanding about feature interactions by observing them directly when they occur at runtime. A common approach to understand the effects of options is to compare the executions for different configurations [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002]. Understanding the differences among the executions not only requires comparing the results of the program but also comparing the execution traces and program states. Comparing the executions comes with challenges for scalability, trace alignment and non-determinism [Kwon et al., 2016, Sumner and Zhang, 2010, 2013, Zeller, 2002]. For n independent options this requires the program to be executed \(2^n\) times which can only scale to low numbers of options. Thus, recent approaches only compare few (usually two) executions at a time [Kwon et al., 2016, Sumner and Zhang, 2010, 2013, Zeller, 2002] or only observe interactions on code coverage [Reisner et al., 2010] and reachability [Lillack et al., 2017]. As we aim to understand feature interactions, we need to compare the executions of all configurations and observe differences on data and control-flow caused by feature interactions.

We use the approach of variational execution (a.k.a. variability-aware execution and faceted execution) to compare all, exponentially many, executions [Austin et al., 2013, Kästner et al., 2012b, Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Schmitz et al., 2016, 2018, Wong et al., 2018b, Yang et al., 2016]. Variational execution is an approach that can execute an exponentially large number of configurations, mostly efficiently, by aggressively sharing redundancies in executions and in data. The basis of this thesis is the realization that this sharing ability of variational execution, is equivalent to an alignment of all executions. This allows us to compare all executions, and thus, observe feature interactions directly.

The goal of this thesis is to gain an understanding of feature interactions by observing them directly during runtime using variational execution. Based on this, we help developers and researchers dealing with feature interactions by providing common characteristics and a novel approach of variational traces that allows to inspect and debug feature interactions.
1.1 Contribution

This thesis has two main contributions: First, we analyze how options interact at runtime to gain a better understanding of common characteristics of interactions. These insights help to understand why certain analysis do not scale to analyze configurable systems and why they cannot detect all interactions. It also helps researchers to develop new analyses by being aware of which interaction characteristics can be exploited.

Second, we developed support that helps users to understand and debug interactions among options. Our approach helps to understand how options interact, which allows developers to debug configurable systems with huge configuration spaces and interactions among many options.

Interaction characteristics

Most assumptions on feature interactions come from external observations, such as bug reports [Abal et al., 2018]. To confirm and complete these assumptions we characterize how options interact in highly configurable systems by observing how options interact in control and data flow during runtime:

1. We developed a dynamic analysis for Java that tracks interactions on data and control flow during execution. Our analysis enables a fine-grained observation of interactions compared to state-of-the-art approaches which have scalability issues and can only observe interactions on code coverage [Reisner et al., 2010] and reachability [Lillack et al., 2017].

2. We developed three measures that characterize essential configuration complexity, measuring how options interact within an execution. These measures help us to characterize how options interact which allows us to make general statements of how options usually interact. These characteristics explain scalability of existing analyses and can lead to more efficient analyses that exploit them.

3. State-of-the-art analyses for configurable systems aim to exploit interaction characteristics to scale to exponential configuration spaces. We designed five interaction benchmarks to study how well these analyses scale for different interaction characteristics. Our results expose why certain approaches do not scale for certain kinds of interactions.

4. We measured the configuration complexity for medium-sized systems, finding that essential configuration complexity is low enough to enable configuration-complete analyses.

5. We discuss common characteristics of interactions, providing more nuanced variants of current assumptions, which can, among others, encourage more efficient analyses for exponential configuration spaces.
Variational Debugging

Debugging is a difficult and time-consuming task in software development. The additional dimension of variability increases the difficulty and thus time for debugging [Melo et al. 2016]. In the second part of this thesis, we aim to help developers debugging faults in configurable systems.

1. We developed the concept of a **variational trace** that compactly represents differences among the interactions of all configurations.

2. Generating variational traces requires logging and aligning the executions for all configurations. We provide a **baseline implementation** that emphasizes challenges of generating variational traces, such as memory consumption and executions time.

3. We implemented mechanisms based on variational execution [Meinicke 2014, Meinicke et al. 2016] for **efficient trace alignment** and a **dynamic analysis to trace only relevant data** which avoid memory explosion for a potentially exponential number of configurations.

4. We provide an Eclipse plug-in **Varviz** to visualize and interact with variational traces to allow developers debug interaction faults.

5. We performed a qualitative **user study** which shows that participants using variational traces outperform participants using a standard debugger. The study also shows that comparative approaches [Sumner and Zhang 2013, Zeller 2002] actually help with debugging tasks.

1.2 Broader Impact

Advances in variational execution made in this thesis will change how configurable systems are tested. These advances improve quality assurance of most of today’s end user software as well as security sensitive software such as databases and SSL libraries. Variational execution provides a simple, automatic and efficient way to detect feature interactions, in contrast to more complicated techniques such as model checking. Thus, variational execution is applicable by researchers and practitioners, but also hobbyists, while improving the overall software quality and reducing the cost of quality assurance at the same time.

We further refine our understanding of feature interactions. Our new insights will help designing better quality assurance strategies that are aware of how options interact in software. These insights enable us to explain why current analyses scale for certain feature interactions but do not for others. With our new understanding on feature interactions, we help building and designing configurable software that is easier to analyze by being aware of which types of interactions are challenging to analyze or are supported by existing analyses.

With variational traces, we provide the first opportunity to directly observe feature interactions when they occur during runtime; in contrast to black box approaches
that only observe their effects (e.g., interaction faults and assertions). The ability to observe feature interactions directly enables future researchers to study them in more detail. Variational traces further help developers to debug interaction faults, which are notoriously hard to understand with standard tools. Beyond the usefulness of variational traces, our study shows for the first time, that comparative approaches (i.e., contrasting executions) actually help developers understanding and debugging faults.

Variational execution and variational debugging have promising applications beyond configurable systems when exploring many variations of a program. In the area of mutation testing, exploring many mutations and their combinations can help finding good mutations. As variational execution explores all combinations of mutants we can efficiently detect higher-order mutations, compared to existing search-based approaches. Similarly, variational execution can be used to explore many patch candidates for search-based automatic program repair. Variational execution explores combinations of patches, which helps finding multi-line patches which are challenging to detect with current approaches.

The contributions of this thesis lead to better software quality by detecting faults easier, by guiding better analysis in the future, and by informing the system design to avoid potentially-difficult-to-analyze interactions. This leads to improved reliability, safety, security while reducing the development cost.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 (Feature Interactions) we introduce the background on feature interactions, which gives a detailed motivation for this thesis.

In Chapter 3 (Variational Execution) we introduce the variational execution which is the basis for this thesis. This way we enable readers to understand the benefits of variational execution as dynamic analysis to observe feature interactions.

In Chapter 4 (Measuring Interactions in Highly Configurable Systems) we use variational execution to measure feature interactions during runtime. In this chapter, we present the contributions regarding interaction characteristics.

In Chapter 5 (Understanding Interactions in Highly-Configurable Systems with Variational Traces) we develop the concept of variational traces to help developers debug feature interactions. In this chapter we present the contributions regarding variational debugging.

In Chapter 6 (Conclusion) we summarize the contributions of our work and discuss future directions.
2. Feature Interactions

Variability allows developers and users to customize programs to meet special need, such as functional or performance requirements [Apel et al., 2013a, Clements and Northrop, 2001]. However, variability comes with the cost of increased complexity which hinders code comprehension, program analysis and debugging. Variability is often implemented in terms of features. A feature is a user visible aspect of the software [Apel et al., 2013a]. Variability is implemented by enabling or disabling these features. Thus, a configuration is a set of enabled and disabled features. Configurations are used to derive a product that contains the functionalities of the enabled features [Apel et al., 2013a, Clements and Northrop, 2001]. This process allows customizability which is used to meet user needs, hardware requirements, or to optimize performance. Prominent examples off highly configurable systems are operating systems (e.g., Linux), and browsers (e.g., Chrome).

Analysis of highly configurable systems is problematic as tests may succeed in one configuration but fail in others [Cohen et al., 2007, Medeiros et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011]. Such faults are often caused by feature interactions [Abal et al., 2018, Apel et al., 2013b, Calder et al., 2003a, Garvin and Cohen, 2011]. A feature interaction is a situation in which two or more features affect each other’s behavior [Bruns, 2005, Calder et al., 2003b, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008, Zave, 2009]. Feature interactions became prominent in the 90s when studying telecommunication systems [Calder et al., 2003b]. Research on feature interactions originates from requirements engineering and feature-driven development where systems are compositions of features that are however not considered optional [Bruns, 2005, Calder et al., 2003b, Palmer and Felsing, 2001, Zave, 2009]. Software product line engineering continued this research but considered features as optional aspects [Apel et al., 2013a, Clements and Northrop, 2001, Pohl et al., 2005]. Feature interactions are a common problem of configurable systems as it is impossible to reason about all possible interactions manually. Thus, feature interactions can lead to undesired behaviors, such as system crashes [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008]. However, feature interactions are hard to detect as they only appear in specific configurations. The additional layer of variability increases the code complexity which makes it harder to understand the program [Melo et al., 2016].
Faults that appear only in a certain of configurations are called *variability faults* [Abal et al., 2018]. *Feature interaction faults* are a subset of variability faults that are caused by certain combinations of two or more options (e.g., \(A \land \neg B\) or \(A \land B \land C\)). The *interaction degree* defines the number of options that interact. Feature interaction with high interaction degree are harder to detect, but considered to be less common on practice [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011]. Feature interaction faults are hard to detect as they only appear in few configurations [Kuhn et al., 2004, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008, Thüm et al., 2014] and hard to understand as they often require reasoning about the effects of multiple features [Melo et al., 2016].

In practice, the configuration space is rarely explored systematically [Halin et al., 2017]. Instead ad-hoc testing of single configurations is still common and testing configurations is left to users [Carmo Machado et al., 2014, Greiler et al., 2012, Medeiros et al., 2015]. At best combinatorial interaction testing is used which checks for all combination of only few options [Nie and Leung, 2011]. Thus, variability faults are often only discovered by users [Greiler et al., 2012, Medeiros et al., 2015].

There is only little knowledge about feature interactions as they are only observed in bug reports but usually not by systematically exploring the complete configuration space (e.g., by testing all configurations with a brute-force approach) [Abal et al., 2018, Halin et al., 2017]. Also, feature interactions may not manifest in observable faults, but in internal behavioral differences. Such types of feature iterations are difficult to detect as they may not be observable from the outside.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configurable systems</th>
<th>debugging</th>
<th>information-flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>option/feature</td>
<td>input</td>
<td>privacy-/security-/confidentially-level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>configuration</td>
<td>set of inputs</td>
<td>set of private variables</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Translation of terminologies from configurable systems to debugging and information flow.

The challenges of feature interactions in configurable systems can be translated to the fields of debugging and information flow. We summarize the translations of terminologies in Table 2.1. For the sake of simplicity, we use the terminology of configurable systems. The challenges and our solutions are similar. We use the established term feature interaction to refer to interactions among options.

## 2.1 Quality assurance for highly-configurable systems

Boolean configuration options are a special type of inputs that, in contrast to arbitrary inputs (e.g., Strings), represent a finite set of possible configurations. Even though the number of configurations can be exponentially large to the number of independent options, it is usually not necessary to analyze the program for all configurations as faults are usually caused by feature interactions among few features [Abal et al., 2018]. Thus, there are strategies that exploit this property of configuration options to analyze only a subset of configurations.
Sampling

Sampling (aka. product-based analyses) generate a subset of configurations with the goal of detecting faults by changing the configuration under test [Medeiros et al., 2016, Thüm et al., 2014, Varshosaz et al., 2018]. These approaches reuse existing analyses (e.g., testing or type checking) and directly apply them to the generated configurations. Sampling strategies can be divided into the three groups Unsystematic, Systematic, and Complete sampling as shown in Table 2.2. For an overview on sampling techniques and their classification, we refer to the work of Medeiros et al. [2016] and Varshosaz et al. [2018]

Unsystematic sampling is often used in practice due to the low additional testing effort and usually low number of tested configurations [Medeiros et al., 2015]. Developers usually use hand-picked configurations to test the system. Such configurations can only show that the functionality works for the specific configuration. However, they cannot detect unexpected feature interactions. Additionally, the system may be tested with few randomly generated configurations. Random sampling aims to cover the whole configuration space evenly [Al-Hajjaji et al., 2016b, Ensan et al., 2012, Henard et al., 2014, Liebig et al., 2013]. However, such a sampling approach is difficult in the presence of constraints. Thus, the generated configurations tend to test certain options more often than others.

Systematic sampling approaches aim to generates specific configurations to achieve specific coverage goals. A common approach is to test a single configuration with all or most options enabled (aka. all-yes). This configuration is used to cover most functionalities. However, as feature interaction faults often appear because some options are disabled, such a configuration will miss many feature interaction faults [Abal et al., 2018]. Another sampling approach called combinatorial interaction testing (aka. t-wise testing) generates configurations that contain all interactions among t options [Nie and Leung, 2011]. This approach guarantees to cover all interactions among t options (i.e., all combinations of possible selections among any combination of t options). As a single configuration can cover many interactions at the same time, the number of generated configuration is usually much lower than the number of possible configurations. Combinatorial interactions testing assumes that only few options interact with each other at a time (i.e. options are mostly orthogonal) [Abal et al., 2018, Cabral et al., 2010, Cohen et al., 2007, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004, Medeiros et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Nhlabatsi et al., 2008, Nie and Leung, 2011]. The idea comes from the practical observation that most interaction faults are caused by interactions of three options and at most six options cause faults [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004]. Combinatorial interaction testing usually only scales to cover low interaction degrees with t smaller than four. For higher t the number of generated configurations and the time to generate them is usually too high for practical use, especially if options have constrains among each other (e.g., due to a feature model) [Johansen et al., 2012, Kang et al., 1990]. There are approaches to improve the efficiency of sampling by cover interactions earlier (e.g., by reordering the configurations) and aborting the analyses based on time constraints [Al-Hajjaji et al., 2016a, 2017]. Such approaches, however, cannot guarantee to find all interactions.
Recent studies have shown that other sampling algorithms can be more efficient (i.e., they find more faults with fewer configurations) than combinatorial interaction testing \cite{Abal2018,Medeiros2016}. Especially the approach one-disabled was able to detect most interaction bugs by only generating at most $t$ configurations for $t$ options. One disabled generates configurations such that one option is disabled while all or most other options are enabled (the number of enabled options may be restricted due to constraints). While the approach cannot guarantee that it will find all interactions are found it was shown that it can detect most interaction bugs reported in four large configurable systems \cite{Abal2018}.

Statement coverage takes the source code into account to generate configurations such that all code elements are included at least once \cite{Tartler2012}. This approach is however designed for variability implemented conditional compilation using preprocessors and for static analysis. When dealing with runtime variability, usually all code is included, and code is enabled or disabled based on runtime decisions. Thus, it is unclear which parts of the code is affected by options.

Configuration complete sampling approaches, generate configurations that can detect all faults. Thus, a brute-force approach that tests all configurations covers the whole configuration space \cite{Halin2017}. Complete sampling approaches detect the same faults as this brute-force approach, however without generating all configurations. When executing a test case some options may not have an effect on the execution or they depend on each other. This observation can be exploited to generate fewer configurations (i.e., if the option $A$ is not affecting the execution then it is not necessary to test a configuration where $A$ is selected and one where it is deselected) \cite{Kim2011,Kim2013}. The approach of SPLat generates configurations by dynamically observing the usage of options and generates only configurations for which the execution differs \cite{Kim2013}. Ideally, SPLat only needs to test few configurations if only few options are affected, and options depend on each other. However, if options are implemented orthogonal all configurations need to be tested. Thus, \cite{Souto2017} propose a hybrid approach (S-SPLat) that combines the ideas of splat with incomplete systematic approaches, such as one-enabled. S-SPLat solves the problem that black-box sampling approaches test for combinations of options and combinations thereof that are not relevant for a test case.

Sharing

Despite the high number of configurations there is hope for efficient configuration complete analysis. Such analyses are able to detect all feature interactions similar to a brute-force approach while dealing with the exponential number of configurations. The idea of sharing-based (aka. family-based, variability-aware, or variational) analyses is to reduce the analysis effort by sharing parts of the analyses among configurations. Sharing is achieved by the observation that similar configurations also behave similar.

There are two ways to achieve sharing: First, applying existing analysis that are already able to reason about multiple executions, such as model checking \cite{Clarke1999,Meinicke2013,Thuem2014} and symbolic execution \cite{Baldoni2018,Clarke1976,King1976,Reisner2010}, and second, lifting an existing analysis
to explicitly handle variability to share redundancies (i.e., variability-aware or variational), such as for type checking [Apel et al., 2012] [Kastner et al., 2012a], model checking [von Rhein et al., 2011], and dynamic analysis [Kim et al., 2012] [Meinicke et al., 2014] [Melo et al., 2016] [Nguyen et al., 2014b] [Wong et al., 2018b]. In Chapter 4, we show how interactions impact the efficiency of different approaches and how sharing enables to scale testing for exponential configuration spaces [Meinicke et al., 2016].

In Table 2.2, we summarize testing strategies for configurable systems. We further categorize the strategies by black-box (highlighted with •) and white-box approaches. Black-box approaches do not consider the implementation of the system under test. Thus, they may test configurations redundantly. In contrast, white-box approaches exploit the implementation of variability to reduce the number of configurations to test or enable sharing among them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unsystematic</td>
<td>Systematic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hand-picked</td>
<td>• t-wise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• random</td>
<td>• one-enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• aliases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• S-PLat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Overview on testing strategies for configurable systems. Strategies marked with • are black-box approaches that do not consider the implementation of the system under test. Strategies marked with o are white-box approaches that consider the implementation and can thus be optimized to sample fewer configurations or share redundancies among them.

### 2.2 Running example

In Listing 2.1, we introduce our running example to illustrate challenges regarding testing, debugging and code comprehension, that arise due to feature interactions. We reuse the example called GameScreen from a study by Melo et al. [2016] which is based on BestLap [Ribeiro et al., 2014]. Each chapter refers to this example to illustrate our solutions.

The program has three configuration options blue, red, and green that can be selected independently. If the options blue and red are true, the executions will throw an exception (see Figure 2.1). In the original study [Melo et al., 2016], participants were asked to understand the program, to figure out whether the program has a fault and in which configurations the fault appears. [Melo et al., 2016] reported an average bug finding time for this program of 10 minutes while it took only four minutes for the same program without variability. This suggests that most of the time is spent due to the increased complexity of only three options.

The example emphasizes that exception traces are usually not sufficient to understand a fault as they often do not contain the cause of the fault. The exception
Listing 2.1: Running example GameScreen based on an experiment by Melo et al. [2016]

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.RuntimeException
at GameScreen.computeLevelScore(GameScreen.java:40)
at GameScreen.main(GameScreen.java:16)

Figure 2.1: Exception thrown in GameScreen due to the interaction red ∧ blue.

is thrown because the value of totalScore was set to 0 in Line 48 of the method 
setScore only under condition red. As this method already returned it is not part 
of the exception trace. Debugging support exist to enrich the exception trace with
information of such method calls [Ohmann and Liblit, 2017]. This however, increases the amount of data a developer needs to deal with when debugging.

In summary, the example illustrates why configurable systems are hard to test as the faults may be only thrown for certain configurations, and why they are hard to debug as effects of options and their interactions are difficult to track.

In [Chapter 3] we show how variational execution can efficiently detect such interaction faults due to its ability of aggressively sharing redundancies among executions [Meinicke, 2014]. In [Chapter 4] we present our work where we explore characteristics of feature interactions and their implications on efficient analyses [Meinicke et al., 2016]. In [Chapter 5] we show how we help debugging such feature interactions bugs by aligning the executions of all configurations, called variational traces.

2.3 Summary

In this section, we discussed challenges in configurable systems due to feature interactions. We discussed state of the art for detecting feature interactions, and why they are often not sufficient. We discussed the difficulties to code comprehension due to variability and how state of the art aims to approach these. We finally introduced our running example that we will use to illustrate our solutions to help with testing and debugging configurable systems.
3. Variational Execution


In this chapter, we present our work on variational execution, which is not the main contribution of this thesis, but its foundation. Variational execution is a dynamic analysis that allows to efficiently execute all configurations of a program. It essentially executes all configurations at once while sharing common parts of the executions and data, which allows to observe variations caused by interactions.

Variational execution has similarities with symbolic execution [Clarke, 1976, King, 1976]: both approaches aim to execute the program for large input spaces. However, symbolic execution operates on symbolic values, such as $\alpha$ to represent all integers, which are often infinite and can lead to expensive constraint solving [Clarke, 1976, King, 1976]. Variational execution operates always on concrete values instead, and thus, does not require specialized computations [Meinicke, 2014, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Wong et al., 2018b]. Due to inexpensive computations and near optimal sharing of memory and instructions, variational execution can scale to explore large configuration spaces [Meinicke et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Wong et al., 2018b].

As memory is shared among all configurations and because all variations are stored in data, we can trace each variation of the execution back to the inputs that cause it. This opens opportunities for variational execution as dynamic analysis: we can observe effects and interactions among inputs directly. We use variational execution to characterize interactions [Meinicke et al., 2016, Chapter 4] and to explain why certain inputs interact and cause faults [Meinicke et al., 2018, Chapter 5].

The goal of this research is to aid researchers studying interactions among many executions by providing an efficient dynamic analysis – variational execution.
3.1 Choice Calculus

The choice calculus is a central concept in variational execution [Erwig and Walkingshaw, 2011a, 2013, Walkingshaw et al., 2014]. The choice calculus enables to store and compute with differences in data that depend on options. We refer to such data differences as conditional values. Variational execution uses conditional values to represent differences in data and variability contexts, (i.e., propositional formulas, such as $A \land B$) to compute with this data under restricted configuration spaces. These concepts allow variational execution to maximize sharing in data and execution.

3.1.1 Variational Data Types

A conditional value (aka. choice value) is a multi-value that represents a mapping of concrete values to corresponding configurations using variability contexts [Erwig and Walkingshaw, 2011a,b]. That is, variables, such as field and local variables, can take multiple different values at the same time depending on options. This way the value differences can be stored while preserving its context (i.e., the mapping to the corresponding configurations). Conditional values can be represented as different variational data types, such as tag trees, formula tree or formula maps [Walkingshaw et al., 2014].

We illustrate how the different data types work to show their advantages and disadvantages when storing conditional data using the example in Listing 3.1. The example is designed to emphasize challenges of efficiently storing and computing with redundancies in the variational data structures. In the example, we first increment the value of $X$ by 1 in STEP 1 under condition $A \land B$. In STEP 2, we then multiply this value by two under condition $C$.

\begin{verbatim}
1  X = 1
2  STEP 1: if (A & B) X = X + 1
3  STEP 2: if (C) X = X * 2
\end{verbatim}

Listing 3.1: Example to illustrate variational data types.

Tag Tree

A tag tree is a tree structure in which the nodes split the configuration space depending on the selection of a single feature (tag). The leaves of the tree hold the values of the conditional value. A tag tree has the advantage that it does not require a SAT solver due to its simplicity. However, a tag tree might need to duplicate entries to represent the conditional value.

We illustrate tag trees in Figure 3.1. As shown, the tree splits the configuration space depending on single options. The context on the edges is implicit and for illustration purposes only. As shown, even to represent simple conditional values after STEP 1, tag trees need to duplicate values (i.e., the value 1 is contained twice). After STEP 2, the duplication increases even further: the value 2 is contained three times and 1 is contained twice. Note that the tree can be rearranged to represent the same conditional value. For example, instead of creating a $C$ node on the top, we could
create $C$-nodes at each leaf. Reordering may influence the size of the tree and the number of duplications.

The duplication has effects on memory consumption. More severely however, computations with tag trees become expensive when the same operation needs to be applied multiple times redundantly. The advantage of tag trees comes if sat solving can be avoided. For example, if we want to apply an operation under condition $A$, we can take the true branch of $A$-nodes or create a new $A$-node at the end.

[Austin and Flanagan 2012a] use tag trees to represent data differences in their work on dynamic information flow. As their applications usually only consider few options (e.g., high and low confidentiality), tag trees are an appropriate data structure as they contain only few redundancies but avoid satisfiability solving.

![Figure 3.1: Tag Tree.](image)

**Formula Tree**

Formula trees are another tree structure that use propositional formulas instead of single features in their nodes. This reduces the size of the tree as well as the number of duplications compared to tag trees. However, formula trees might still contain duplications. Reorganizing the tree structure can avoid all redundancies, which however can be costly as this requires comparing values to detect duplicates.

In [Figure 3.2], we illustrate formula trees for the example of [Listing 3.1]. As shown, the tree can separate the configuration space depending on propositional formulas. The conditions on the edges are again implicit and for illustration purposes. Thus, for STEP 1, there is no duplication of values.

For STEP 2, we separate the value depending on option $C$ and if $C$ is true we multiply the value by 2. As shown, also formula trees may have duplications which are however far fewer than for tag tree. As the nodes can contain arbitrary propositional
formulas, a reorganization of the tree is possible to have each value only once. In our experience, only simple restructuring has positive effects the performance when computing with conditional values. If the computation that is performed on the values is expensive it is rather worth transforming the formula tree into a formula map so that the operation is not performed redundantly.

![Figure 3.2: Formula Tree.](image)

**Formula Map**

A formula map uses a direct mapping of concrete values to propositional formulas to represent conditional values. The formula map avoids all redundancies by design. Thus, computations with formula trees do not need to be performed redundantly. However, the costs of construction and manipulation is usually higher than for tree structures.

In [Figure 3.3](image), we illustrate formula maps for the example. As shown in STEP 2 the formulas may get more complicated than for the tree structures which causes overhead for SAT solving. In our experience, we found that formula maps are efficient if they need to represent many different values, which often causes redundancies in formula trees. However, if they only represent few values, trees are often faster due to their simpler construction and manipulation [Meinicke, 2014].

![Figure 3.3: Formula Map.](image)

A fine-grained storage of data differences in variational data structures enables main parts of our research on studying how options interact. We can observe how options interact to study feature interactions in highly configurable systems [Meinicke et al., 2016] (see Chapter 4), and we can explain how feature interaction cause unexpected behavior [Meinicke et al., 2018, Soares et al., 2018] (see Chapter 5).
3.1.2 Programming with Conditional Values

Variational programming allows to implement programs using conditional values \cite{Erwig2011, Walkingshaw2013}. This way we can explicitly calculate with variations. In variational execution, we use variational programming to represent data differences and to apply operations on them \cite{Meinicke2014, Nguyen2014, Wong2018b}.

The advantage of conditional values over symbolic values is that the internal values are always concrete and that only the variability context is symbolic. Thus, in contrast to calculating with symbolic values, we can apply existing functions to all single values of the conditional value.

A simple way of calculating with conditional values is to apply a function to all values. In the choice calculus we use an operation \texttt{map} to apply a function \( f(x) \) to all entries. The map function works as illustrated below:

\[
V[T] \cdot f[T, R] \Rightarrow V[R] \quad (3.1)
\]
\[
Ch(A, a, b) \cdot f(x) \Rightarrow Ch(A, f(a), f(b)) \quad (3.2)
\]
\[
Ch(A, 1, 2) \cdot x \cdot 3 \Rightarrow Ch(A, 3, 6) \quad (3.3)
\]

When calculating with conditional values it is more common to apply a function in specific contexts. To do so, we use the operation \texttt{flatMap}. \texttt{flatMap} applies a function which takes a concrete value and returns a variational one. This way we can apply a function \( f(x) \) under specific contexts only. The operation \texttt{flatMap} works as illustrated below:

\[
V[T] \cdot f[T, V[R]] \Rightarrow V[R] \quad (3.4)
\]
\[
One(a) \cdot f(x) \Rightarrow f(a) \quad (3.5)
\]
\[
Ch(A, a, b) \cdot f(x) \Rightarrow Ch(A, a \cdot f(x), b \cdot f(x)) \quad (3.6)
\]
\[
Ch(A, 1, 2) \cdot x \Rightarrow Ch(A, x \cdot 3, x) \Rightarrow Ch(A, Ch(A, 3, 1), Ch(A, 3, 6)) \Rightarrow Choice(A, 3, 2) \quad (3.7)
\]
\[
Ch(A, 1, 2) \cdot x \Rightarrow Ch(B, x \cdot 3, x) \Rightarrow Ch(A, Ch(B, 3, 1), Ch(B, 3, 6)) \Rightarrow Choice(A, 3, 2) \quad (3.8)
\]

As shown, the functions \( x \cdot 3 \) are applied in restricted context A and B, respectively. When using the map functions we can see that we do not need to change the functions (e.g., \( x \cdot 3 \)) as they always operate on concrete values.

3.2 Variational Execution

Variational execution aims to maximally share redundant executions using \textit{conditional values} and \textit{variability contexts} (i.e., a propositional formula defining under which condition an instruction is applied), at the cost of additional overhead for each computation \cite{Kastner2012b, Meinicke2014, Nguyen2014, Wong2018b}. Variational execution keeps track of all data using conditional values, which enables a fine-grained representation of shared data. If, for example, the value of a field differs among configurations, the values are stored as a choice in
the field, but other fields of the same object are shared for the entire configuration space. Instead of splitting the entire heap as usually for software model checkers, variations are stored locally. When computing with data, we only compute with distinct values of all inputs, of which there are typically much fewer than configurations in the configuration space. Furthermore, the compact representation using variability contexts in choices provides us with a way to track where options interact. This enables opportunities for variational execution as dynamic analysis. We can essentially monitor the program execution and compare the states among all configurations. We use this ability in the following chapters to measure interactions and to help understanding interactions [Meinicke et al., 2016, 2018].

In variational execution, options occur only in variability contexts of choices, but all values are concrete. In contrast to symbolic execution, symbolic configuration decisions do not intermix with concrete values. Hence, all computations are performed with concrete values. This separation of concrete values and symbols enables computations without the undecidability issues from abstractions in symbolic execution, therefore we rely on variational execution in our study.

Variational execution maximizes sharing of redundant calculations in two ways: First, variational execution achieves instruction-level sharing among control flows of all possible configurations. Second, the difference between program states is represented compactly using choices, such that small differences in local variables or heap objects can be represented without splitting the entire program state. In this way, variational execution achieves fine-grained sharing among all executions. To achieve variational execution, we need to handle the control flow to share executions and data storage to handle redundancies in data.

**Variational Data**

A main idea of variational execution is a fine-grained storage of variations in data using choice values. This means that all data of the program needs to be stored using choice values. This requires transforming local variables, parameters, fields, and values on the operand stack into choice values. This allows to store differences caused by options independent from each other which allows us to avoid the exponential explosion when representing conditional program states.

**Variational Scheduling**

In variational execution, the program counter of a method can point to different instructions at the same time under different contexts. For example, after a condition (e.g., an if-statement) that depends on a conditional value, variational execution jumps to two different instructions in the method, the next instruction and the instruction the condition refers to. Thus, the program counter points to different instructions based on corresponding contexts. The goal of variational scheduling is to execute the instructions in an optimal order (i.e., selecting the instruction of the conditional program counter that should be executed next) to maximize sharing while preserving correctness. In most cases, executing the instruction with the lowest index (i.e., the one that is furthest behind) is an optimal scheduling strategy. Wong et al. [2018b] have shown that such a variational scheduling is optimal in most cases.
3.3 Variational Execution of GameScreen

Only few exceptions, such as complicated loops, may cause a non-optimal sharing depending on how the code is compiled. After selecting the next instruction, this instruction is executed under its corresponding context, such that the changes of the instruction are only applied in this context.

In addition to executing single instructions under certain contexts, also methods can have a context they belong to. Thus, similar to executing single instructions, executing a method has only effects to the program under the context the method is called in.

Some methods may not be executed variationally, such as native methods that cannot be lifted or interpreted directly. Thus, these methods cannot store variational data and they cannot be executed using variational scheduling. A practical solution is to execute these methods with all possible combinations of the choice parameters of the method. This is however, only possible if calling the method does not cause side effects (e.g., changing a global variable). If the method has side effects, executing it multiple times can cause incorrect behavior. In this case it is necessary to implement lifted versions of this method and its class, called model class. Model classes are common for modeling the environment in model checking and symbolic execution [d’Amorim et al., 2008, Sen et al., 2015, von Rhein et al., 2011] and other variants of variational execution [Yang et al., 2016]. These model classes are implemented such that they can handle conditional values.

In conclusion, variational execution combines two main concepts: variational data to achieve fine-grained sharing of data and variational scheduling to share the execution of instructions. In Section 3.3, we give a complete example illustrating variational execution based on our running example GameScreen.

3.3 Variational Execution of GameScreen

In Listing 3.2, we exemplify variational execution based on our running example (see Section 2.2) [Melo et al., 2016]. We annotated the example with arrows that show the conditional control flow, including the context under which each instruction is executed. Dotted arrows indicate the execution for the “not” context (e.g., not red). On the right side of the listing, we show the conditional value assignments, which are the values that are stored for variational execution. These values are either concrete values (e.g., 4 for PERFECT_CURVE) or choice values (e.g., Choice(blue, true, false) for blue). Changes to variables are indicated in bold.

First, variational execution initializes all static fields. The fields blue, red, and green are annotated with @Conditional. We use this notation to inform variational execution, that these fields should be treated as options Thus, we create features for each of the annotated fields and initialize them as true and false depending on the feature selection. For example, the field blue is initialized with Choice(blue, true, false). Static field that are initialized with the same value for all configurations are initialized with a single concrete value.

When calling the main method, the execution is shared for all configurations (i.e., the execution context is True). At first, we create an object for GameScreen and initialize its non-static fields. Because the fields totalScore and penalty do not depend
public class GameScreen {
    @Conditional private static boolean blue;
    @Conditional private static boolean red;
    @Conditional private static boolean green;

    private static final int PERFECT_CUREVE = 4;
    private static final int PERFECT_STRAIGHT = 1;
    private static final int TIME_BONUS = 2;

    int totalScore = 0;
    int penalty = 0;

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        GameScreen game = new GameScreen();
        if (blue) {
            game.setPenalty(10);
        }
        game.computeLevelScore();
    }

    private void setPenalty(int penalty) {
        this.penalty = penalty;
    }

    private void computeLevelScore() {
        totalScore = PERFECT_CUREVE + PERFECT_STRAIGHT;
        if (green) {
            totalScore += TIME_BONUS;
        } else {
            assert totalScore < 0;
        }
        if (blue) {
            if (totalScore >= 0) {
                throw new RuntimeException();
            }
            setScore(totalScore);
        }
        if (red) {
            if (totalScore >= 0) {
                totalScore = score;
            } else {
                totalScore = 0;
            }
        } else {
            totalScore = 0;
        }
    }

    private void setScore(int score) {
        if (score >= 0) {
            totalScore = score;
        } else {
            totalScore = 0;
        }
    }
}

Listing 3.2: Variational Execution for the running Example GameScreen. The arrow indicate under which condition the statements are executed. The values on the right side show changes to variables during variational execution.

on variability, they are initialized with simple concrete values. The next instruction is an if-statement (Line 15) that depends on a conditional value blue, which splits the execution depending on blue. This makes the program counter conditional (i.e., the execution is split), pointing to Line 16 under condition blue and Line 18 for ¬blue. As Line 16 is furthers behind (i.e., it is the PC with the lowest index of the
conditional PC), we execute Line 16 next under condition blue. Thus, setPenalty is invoked under condition blue and penalty is set to 10 for blue and penalty becomes a choice value. After setPenalty returns, all program pointers are at Line 18 and computeLevelscore is executed for again under the shared context True.

The same splitting and joining process happens for the method computeLevelscore as indicated by the arrows and the conditional assignments. In Line 38, the method setScore is called under condition red with the conditional value of the field totalScore as parameter. The method setScore essentially sets the value of totalScore to 0 if the value of score is smaller than 0. As the changes are only applied under context red and as the value of totalScore are negative under condition blue, totalScore becomes 0 under condition blue ∧ red.

Finally, the Lines 40-42 check whether totalScore positive under condition blue. As totalScore is 0 under context blue ∧ red, a runtime exception is thrown for configurations with blue ∧ red. All other configurations do not fail and return in Line 44.

In Figure 3.4, we show the conditional exception thrown by variational exception [Meinicke, 2014]. As variational execution is aware of the condition under which the exception is thrown, the output is annotated with this additional information.

```java
if (blue & red):
    Exception in thread "main" java.lang.RuntimeException
    at GameScreen.computeLevelScore(GameScreen.java:42)
    at GameScreen.main(GameScreen.java:18)
```

Figure 3.4: Conditional console output for the exception in GameScreen due to the interaction blue ∧ red.

### 3.4 Implementations

In this section, we give a brief overview on current implementations of variational execution. There are two ways of implementing variational execution: a variational interpreter that executed the code directly, but assumes that certain inputs are conditional, and transformation of the program such that it behaves as if it would be executed variationally. We briefly introduce a tool for each type, namely VarexJ as a variational interpreter [Meinicke, 2014] and VarexC as variational bytecode transformation [Wong et al., 2018b].

**VarexJ: Variational Interpreter**

A variational interpreter is a tool that executes the program variationally. A variational interpreter usually extends an existing interpreter with variational scheduling and variational data [Kästner et al., 2012b, Meinicke, 2014, Nguyen et al., 2014b]. Previous variational interpreter have severe limitations: they are either only written for a toy language as proof of concept [Kästner et al., 2012b] or have limited language support [Nguyen et al., 2014a].
Our goal was to study variational execution for larger systems for a complete language. We chose Java as its specification is well defined. We implemented our variational interpreter VarexJ [Meinicke, 2014] on top of Java Pathfinder’s [Havelund and Pressburger, 2000] interpreter for Java Bytecode. Even though Java Pathfinder is a software model checker, it is essentially a Java interpreter with model checking capabilities. To implement variational execution, we modified all bytecode instructions to compute with conditional data, we extended all shared data structures (e.g., the heap, the method frame) to store conditional data, and we implemented a specialized scheduling mechanism.

Those changes and the fact that VarexJ itself is written in Java creates a high runtime overhead for each instruction. As we build on top of Java Pathfinder, we inherit the same limitations, such as incomplete support for native methods and limited support for concurrency. This overhead and these limitations might forbid using VarexJ for practical use, but it is acceptable for our explorations. The advantage of extending an interpreter is that we can easily monitor each Java Bytecode instruction to observe interactions during runtime. To ensure the correctness of the implementation we used differential testing, we compared the executed instructions to the execution of all configurations for several of our subject systems [Kästner, 2017].

VarexC: Variational Bytecode Transformation

The goal of VarexC is to avoid the overhead and technical limitations of an interpreter by executing the program directly with a standard JVM [Wong et al., 2018b]. VarexC changes the bytecode such that when executed with a standard JVM, the program behaves as if it would have been executed with a variational interpreter. This means that VarexC transforms all data directly into Choice values (e.g., an int field becomes a Conditional<Integer>). To execute instructions conditionally, VarexC introduces additional instructions to the code so that map functions are called on conditional values. To achieve variational scheduling VarexC introduces additional jump instructions and structures the code into so called VBlocks. A VBlock is a set of instructions that will always be executed under a shared context. To decide which block should be executed next, each VBlock has its own context and the block with the lowest index that has a satisfiable context will be executed next. Details on variational execution using bytecode transformation can be found in the OOPSLA paper [Wong et al., 2018b].

Note that we used VarexJ in all studies of this thesis [Meinicke et al., 2016, 2018], as VarexC was developed after the studies were performed. However, the findings and insights stay the same as the implementations are functionally equivalent.

3.5 Optimizations

The goal of this thesis is to study feature interaction in highly-configurable systems [Meinicke et al., 2016, 2018]. Thus, we worked on different ways to make variational execution applicable to larger systems [Lazarek, 2017, Meinicke et al., 2016, Meng et al., 2017, Wong et al., 2018b]. In this section, we discuss several ways to improve the performance that we explored during the development of VarexJ
and VarexC. These optimizations can help when implementing new engines for variational execution or similar techniques, such as symbolic executions or software model checking, in the future. In particular, efficient handling of variability is the main challenge of variational execution. Optimizations that handle variability more efficiently can have a high impact on performance. Handling variability can be improved in different ways: First, optimizing internal variational data structures used in the execution engine [Meng et al., 2017]. Second, using specialized variational data structures to represent data structures of the executed program [Lazarek, 2017; Walkingshaw et al., 2014]. Third, avoiding redundant satisfiability calls.

**Internal Variational Data Structures**

Variational data structures are designed to efficiently represent data for an exponential configuration space [Walkingshaw et al., 2014; Walkingshaw et al., 2014] already outlined initial ideas for such data structures, on which our improvements are based on. We present our decorator-based approach to optimize variational data structures, exemplary on our implementation of the variational method frame [Meng et al., 2017].

The method frame is the central data structure of a JVM for computations. Thus, also in VarexJ a large amount of time is spend in the variational method frame. A method frame consists of two parts, the operand stack and local variables. As any data can be conditional, both the stack and the local variables need to be able to store conditional values. Efficient handling of these conditional values is crucial for the performance.

The main idea of our approach is that the efficiency of the implementation highly depends on the shape of the data it has to handle. Thus, beyond a general variational implementation for a stack frame that can handle arbitrary inputs, we aimed to provide optimized implementations for different shapes of variational data.

The optimizations are based on two observations on which data is processed when executing a program with variational execution. First, most of the time, the stack frame does not need to handle variability at all. That means that all calls to the stack frame are done in the same context and all the data are unconditional. Thus, an implementation that supports variability is unnecessary most of the time. To support such non-variational cases, we provide a Hybrid-Decorator that can switch between a lifted and an unlifted version of the stack frame.

The second observation is that bytecode instructions are connected. For example, values that are pushed under a condition are usually also popped again under the same condition. Thus, it is often sufficient to remember under which condition the current operands are pushed instead of representing all different stacks. Again, we support these cases with a Buffer-Decorator which adds a buffer that remembers the current context of the operands on top of a variational stack frame.

In VarexJ, we use both decorators at the same time as they are independent and provide performance improvements over a general variational stack frame. A systematic evaluation of variational stack frames can be found in our VaMoS paper [Meng et al., 2017].
External Variational Data Structures

Data structures used by the executed program that are modified by many different features can cause a main bottleneck for variational execution. In the worst case, such a shared data structure can cause an exponential explosion. For example, when adding a value to a list under two different independent contexts, 1 under context A and 2 under context B, variational execution has to represent all four different lists: \((\neg A \land \neg B : \{\emptyset\}, A : \{1\}, B : \{2\}, A \land B : \{1, 2\})\).

Lazarek [2017] explored how to efficiently represent such variational data structures in the program. Specialized variational representation of such data structures can handle changes under several different contexts. We extended VarexC with an implementations of a variational list including a specialized scheduling algorithm that allows to efficiently iterate on such lists [Lazarek, 2017, Wong et al., 2018b].

A further exploration and general solutions for variational data structures (e.g., an automated lifting algorithm) are still missing and open research. However, these data structures are necessary for variational execution to be efficiently applicable to arbitrary programs.

Avoiding redundant SAT calls

Another bottleneck of variational execution is the number of satisfiability calls and operations on propositional formulas. Each executed bytecode instruction requires multiple of these calls, to check the condition of the operation and for modifying data. Thus, even a perfectly optimized variational execution engine cannot become faster than the number of operations the library for propositional formulas can perform.

A main observation from our study on how feature interact in configurable systems [Meinicke et al., 2016] is that most of the operations on propositional formulas are performed redundantly. Thus, we can cache all operations, such as and, not, and isSatisfiable. Especially, isSatisfiable can be costly if the program uses a feature model. Caching can effectively reduce the effort for these operations to simple map calls. We implemented this optimization in both VarexJ, and VarexC. In VarexC we experienced a speedup of at least four times when caching SAT calls. Reusing previous constraint solutions is used to speed up symbolic execution engines, like our optimization [Baldoni et al., 2018, Cadar et al., 2008b].

In Figure 3.5 we compare the number of calls and distinct calls (i.e., the size of the cached calls) on propositional formulas. To estimate the effect of caching SAT calls, we used six commonly used programs from previous evaluations of variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016, Wong et al., 2018b]. As shown in the Figure, the size of the cache is 1 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the number of calls. The highest effect can be observed in GPL due to mostly orthogonal features and long runs in few different contexts (i.e., few interactions).

In summary, variational execution has the potential to scale to large systems with large numbers of configurations by efficiently sharing redundancies among them. We explored several ways to increase sharing and improve performance. As variational execution is a new analysis technique, it has still potential for further improvements by future research, such as general solutions for variational data structures [Walkingshaw et al., 2014].
3.6 Related Work

Detecting faults caused by interactions of multiple options is challenging as it requires finding a configuration that reveals this fault. Recent research on highly-configurable systems has worked on solving the challenges that come with the configuration space explosion. As discussed in Chapter 2, there exist many approaches that test the system for a subset of configurations only [Abal et al., 2018, Cabral et al., 2010, Cohen et al., 2007, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004, Medeiros et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011]. In this section, we discuss work that is more closely related to variational execution in a sense that they share redundancies.

Initial work on variational execution was designed for a toy language as a proof of concept [Kästner et al., 2012b]. A second implementation is a variational interpreter for PHP that was built to analyze how 50 plugins interact in WordPress [Nguyen et al., 2014b]. However, due to the language design of PHP, the interpreter is incomplete and can hardly be used to analyze other systems. Our goal was to overcome these limitations and provide variational execution for a complete language to be able to study more diverse systems. Thus, we chose Java as it has a clear specification of instructions. With VarexJ [Meinicke, 2014] and VarexC [Wong et al., 2018b], we have two mature implementations with nearly complete language support, with only minor limitations.

There exist approaches with similarities to variational execution. Kim et al. [2012] propose shared-execution based on Java Pathfinder, which performs a form of variational execution, however not beyond method boundaries. The approach improves sharing, however as it requires to split the execution at method calls the ability to share are still very limited.

The approach called faceted execution is the similar idea as variational execution applied in the context of secure information flow analysis [Austin and Flanagan, 2012b, Austin et al., 2013, Yang et al., 2016]. Like variational execution, faceted execution uses faceted values (i.e., choice values) to represent data that differs across executions.
Coalescing execution [Sumner et al., 2011] uses vectors to represent multiple values, similar to choice values. However, the execution model scales only to few different inputs.

Multi-execution approaches run the program multiple times in parallel [De Groef et al., 2012; Devriese and Piessens, 2010; Hosek and Cadar, 2013, 2015; Kolbitsch et al., 2012; Maurer and Brumley, 2012; Su et al., 2007], however, without sharing redundancies among them. Thus, multi execution is often only used to analyze few executions (usually two).

Software model checking is designed to explore multiple program paths while shearing parts of the execution, by splitting and joining the executions. However, as executions can usually only be merged if the program states are equivalent, the states can rarely be merges, leading to the so called state space explosion [Ball et al., 2011; Beyer et al., 2007; von Rhein et al., 2011]. JPF-BDD extended Java Pathfinder by abstracting configuration options as symbolic variables using BDDs. These options are then no longer part of the global state of the system. Thus, removing the options from the state enables to split the executions later and increase the probability of joining the executions again. However, as soon as options affect the global program state (e.g., a value of a field is changed depending on the selection of an option), JPF-BDD can no longer share the execution. There exist further model checking approaches that include features into the verification process [Asirelli et al., 2011; Classen et al., 2010, 2011; Lauenroth et al., 2009], which however only operate on models of systems and not on source code.

Variational execution shares ideas of dynamic symbolic execution [Clarke, 1976; King, 1976], but instead of calculating with symbolic values, variational execution always calculates with concrete values. Usually, symbolic execution has to split the execution and the state when branching (e.g., due to if-statements), while not being able to merge the execution again [Baldoni et al., 2018]. Symbolic execution engines that implement a fully symbolic memory, use if-then-else formulas (like choices [Erickson and Walkingshaw, 2011a]), and optimally merge branches potentially behave like variational execution [Baldoni et al., 2018; Sen et al., 2015]. Such symbolic execution engines reduce the effort of analyzing a system by sharing redundant computations, which, however, comes with the cost of more expensive constraint solving [Kuznetsov et al., 2012]. For example, the approach of MultiSE is closely related to variational execution [Sen et al., 2015]. MultiSE introduces a fine-grained representation of data differences, similar to choice values, which enables more sharing as it is no longer necessary to split the whole program state.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented variational-execution [Meinicke, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014b; Wong et al., 2018b], which builds the foundation of this thesis. With variational execution we developed an efficient dynamic analysis that essentially aligns the executions of many configurations. We use this dynamic analysis throughout this thesis to (1) understand how options interact in highly-configurable systems (Chapter 4) [Meinicke et al., 2016] and (2) to help developers understanding interactions and their causes (see Chapter 5) [Meinicke et al., 2018]. We further presented
present recent our advancements of variational executions, such as optimizations for internal [Meng et al., 2017] and external variational data structures [Lazarek, 2017], and a new implementation that avoids the overhead of an interpreter-based approach [Wong et al., 2018b].
4. Measuring Interactions in Highly Configurable Systems

This chapter is based on the ASE’16 paper "On Essential Configuration Complexity: Measuring Interactions in Highly-Configurable Systems" [Meinicke et al., 2016].

Research in the area of configurable systems has developed many approaches to deal with the feature interaction problem, such as sampling. These approaches are built on certain assumptions about feature interactions, such as that only few feature interact, and that practically all faults can be detected by covering interactions among three features [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004]. These assumptions come from indirect observations of how variability affects the system behavior (e.g., though bug reports) [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004]. However, little is known on how features interact inside the system: "Are all options orthogonal?" or "Do options interact randomly with each other?" Such knowledge is helpful to develop better (e.g., configuration complete) analyses that scale to large configuration spaces as they complete and backup the assumptions on feature interactions that the analyses rely on.

Recent research started investigating how exactly options interact. Reisner et al. [2010] observed interaction through path constraints in symbolic execution. In their experiments they used symbolic execution to execute all configurations and to detect differences in the code coverage that depend on configuration options and interactions thereof. However, due to the scalability issues of symbolic execution, the experiments took 80 machine weeks to execute the 319 test cases of 10k LOC programs while exploring at most 30 configuration options.

Nguyen et al. [2014b] used variational execution to analyze WordPress, a blog post management system, and found that higher-order interactions exist that include up to 16 plugins. Their experiment was mainly a feasibility study that should show the scalability of variational execution. Only a small part of the study was dedicated analyzing interactions, such as the numbers of interacting options on data and control-flow.
Our goal is to directly measure how options interact during runtime to observe the behavior of feature interactions. We use variational execution which provides (nearly-)optimal sharing, similar to the study of [Nguyen et al., 2014b]. The sharing potential of variational execution and the way how variational execution represents data and control-flow differences enables us to directly observe interactions. That is, we can observe how features interact in the control flow by observing under which condition instructions are executed, and we can observe interactions on data by analyzing how many options are involved in the choices that represent certain values. We further measure the essential configuration complexity: the configuration related differences in an execution that need to be explored given an optimal execution strategy.

Using these analyses, we developed three metrics that allows us to visualize how options interact. Specifically, the degree of the interactions on the control flow and how complex computations are depending on the number of alternatives that need to be explored (i.e., the essential configuration complexity). These metrics help us understanding how interactions affect different configuration complete analysis techniques that are proposed to analyze configurable systems, namely SPLat (sampling) [Kim et al., 2013], symbolic execution [Anand et al., 2007, Reisner et al., 2010], software model checking [Havelund and Pressburger, 2000, von Rhein et al., 2011], and variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Nguyen et al., 2014b]. We developed five micro benchmarks that allow us to observe the effects of different interactions on tools that implement different sharing strategies. With these micro benchmarks we gain an understanding how different sharing strategies affect scalability.

We further apply our measurements to eight configurable systems to investigate the characteristics of interactions in actual programs. We analyzed the metrics and found, beyond others, that options are often orthogonal and interact locally, but high-degree interactions exist.

The goal of this research is to aid researchers gain a better understanding of how options interact during program execution by analyzing how data interacts in variational execution.

Overall, we contribute the following in this chapter:

- We develop three metrics that characterize essential configuration complexity, measuring how options interact within an execution.
- We design five benchmarks to study how state-of-the-art analysis approaches exploit interaction characteristics in exponential configuration spaces, exposing why certain approaches do not scale for certain kinds of interactions.
- We measure the configuration complexity for medium-sized systems, finding that the essential configuration complexity is low enough to enable configuration-complete analyses.
- We discuss common characteristics of interactions, providing more nuanced variants of current assumptions, which can, among others, encourage more efficient analyses of programs with large configuration spaces.
4.1 Measuring Feature Interactions

Sharing executions and compactly representing data differences, our dynamic analysis can directly collect data about interactions. Our execution over-approximates essential interaction complexity where sharing is suboptimal. Technically, we instrumented the execution of each Java bytecode instruction to collect data on interactions to measure three metrics: the control-flow interaction degree, the data interaction degree, and the interaction overhead. We exemplify the measurements for our running example GameScreen in 4.1a. Based on this execution, we generate metrics to on feature interactions shown in 4.1b containing interactions overhead, interactions on data and interactions on the control flow.

With control-flow interaction degree, we measure configuration complexity on the control flow by assessing how many options need to be selected or deselected to execute the instruction at this point of the trace. The degree increases at control flow decisions that depend on a configuration option; in our example, the instruction in Line 42 is executed with context blue ∧ red, thus this instruction’s control-flow interaction degree is two. As our analysis already tracks the variability context during execution, we merely need to log the number of options in the context for each executed instruction. In our plots, we visualize the control-flow interaction degree as a red line along the trace. A high value indicates part of an execution that is only contained in few configurations.

With data interaction degree, we measure configuration complexity on data by assessing on how many options the resulting value of an instruction depends. Considering variability, an instruction may need to be computed with alternative values and the result of the instruction may depend on one or multiple options, of which we report the number of distinct options affecting the value. For example, the expression computing totalScore in Line 51 results in five alternative values depending on three different options, resulting in a data interaction degree of three. We measure the degree by inspecting the result of every instruction during execution and plot it as a green bar along the trace. A high value indicates that some different results from a computation might be observable in few specific configurations only.

Finally, with interaction overhead, we measure the effort required to execute an instruction considering data variability in the instruction’s inputs. If all inputs of an instruction have the same value in all configurations, we need to execute the instruction only once (baseline overhead 1). If one input has n alternative values in different configurations, we need to execute the instruction n times (overhead n). For instructions with multiple inputs (e.g., addition or method invocation), we need to consider all combinations of alternatives of all inputs (worst case overhead n × m for an instruction with two inputs with n and m alternatives respectively). In contrast to interaction degree measures, interaction overhead assesses the essential computational effort from alternative values, not how many options are involved. For example, in Line 32 the two values of totalScore are combined with the two values of penalty (overhead four). We compute the interaction overhead by inspecting the variability in all inputs of each instruction and plot it as blue bars along the trace. The interaction overhead is useful to compare essential complexity to the effort for executing a single configuration; comparing the aggregated overhead of all instructions with those of
a single execution allows us to assess how many additional instructions have been executed and how many instructions need to be repeated due to variability.

All three measures assess different aspects of configuration complexity. The interaction degree measures characterize interactions in control flow and data, whereas interaction overhead approximates the effort required for a configuration-complete analysis considering maximal sharing. The trace for our example in Figure 4.1 illustrates how the measures peak every time data from interactions is created or accessed.

4.2 Interaction Benchmarks

After introducing how we measure configuration complexity technically, we illustrate how certain kinds of interactions affect essential configuration complexity with a series of benchmarks. The benchmarks provide a sanity check for our measures of configuration complexity before we collect and interpret the measures on real-world systems. Additionally, they allow us to study how well existing sharing-based analysis tools exploit redundancies and which interaction characteristics they exploit. This enables us later to extrapolate which analysis tools can cope with characteristics found in real-world software systems.

We designed five benchmarks shown in Table 4.1 that each exhibit different interaction characteristics in a short execution. In the second column, we plot the measured configuration complexity. Additionally, we compare execution time, executed instructions, and memory consumption of five state-of-the-art analysis tools: SPLat [Kim et al., 2013], JPF-core [Havelund and Pressburger, 2000], JPF-BDD [von Rhein et al., 2011], JPF-symbolic [Anand et al., 2007], and VarexJ. We do not evaluate sampling-based strategies, as our benchmarks are specifically designed to produce high-degree interactions. Specifically, we address the following research question:

RQ 1: What are the effects of different kinds of interactions on the scalability and performance of state-of-the-art execution mechanisms?

4.2.1 Experimental Setup

Evaluated Analysis Tools

We compare five state-of-the-art analysis tools that have been designed to efficiently execute a program over configuration spaces by fighting surface complexity through different kinds of sharing. Some of these tools have been designed originally for different purposes, such as model checking safety properties [Anand et al., 2007], but they have been suggested also for analyzing interactions or testing highly-configurable systems. We selected tools that represent different analysis and sharing strategies: identifying unnecessary options, software model checking, and symbolic execution. In addition, we use the uninstrumented version of our variational interpreter VarexJ a representative for variational execution. The tools are comparable in the sense that they all target Java and are mostly based on the same infrastructure, namely Java Pathfinder [Havelund and Pressburger, 2000].

Java Pathfinder (JPF-core) is a software model checker for Java Bytecode that handles bytecode instructions as transitions between states [Havelund and Pressburger].
4.2. Interaction Benchmarks

```java
public class GameScreen {
    @Conditional private static boolean blue;  // -> Choice(blue, true, false)
    @Conditional private static boolean red;   // -> Choice(red, true, false)
    @Conditional private static boolean green; // -> Choice(green, true, false)

    private static final int PERFECT_CUREVE = 4;
    private static final int PERFECT_STRAIGHT = 1;
    private static final int TIME_BONUS = 2;

    int totalScore = 0;
    int penalty = 0;

    private static final int PERFECT = 4;
    private static final int TIME = 2;

    public static void main(String[] args) {
        GameScreen game = new GameScreen();
        if (blue) game.setPenalty(10);
        game.computeLevelScore();
    }

    private void setPenalty(int penalty) {
        this.penalty = penalty;
    }

    private void computeLevelScore() {
        assert totalScore == 0;
        totalScore = PERFECT_CUREVE + PERFECT_STRAIGHT;
        if (green) totalScore += TIME_BONUS;
    }

    private void setScore(int score) {
        if (score >= 0) totalScore = score;
        else totalScore = 0;
    }
}
```

(a) Variational execution of GameScreen.

(b) Traces and interaction overhead for GameScreen.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of interaction metrics for GameScreen.
Table 4.1: Benchmarks to simulate different kinds of interactions (left). The diagrams in the second column illustrate interactions for each program measured using variational execution. The three diagrams on the right show the performance results for time, executed instructions and memory consumptions for five analysis tools.

JPF-core can be used to split execution paths for boolean options and explore all possible paths. If all values of fields and variables are equivalent, JPF-core can join separated paths and share subsequent executions.

JPF-BDD extends JPF-core by separating tracking of boolean options [von Rhein et al., 2011]. By taking options out of the state, states can be merged if they differ only by options, increasing the chance for joining, and thus sharing.

JPF-symbolic is a symbolic extension of JPF-core [Anand et al., 2007], designed for test generation. If the execution splits (e.g., due to if-statements), the state is forked, but due to challenges in matching symbolic states, states are never merged. Other symbolic engines may yield better sharing by the memory fully symbolically,
which however may also result in more expansive computations [Baldoni et al., 2018, Sen et al., 2015].

Finally, SPLat instruments a program to dynamically detect which configuration options are used in an execution [Kim et al., 2013]. It reexecutes the program until all combinations of used options are explored. Although SPLat does not share any actual executions, it can narrow down the configuration space if only a subset of configurations has an effect on the execution trace (e.g., for unit tests). As the tool is not publicly available, we reimplemented it for Java.

**Benchmarks and Metrics**

We design five small benchmark programs characterizing favorable and critical cases for interactions among configuration options. We show all benchmarks in Table 4.1 and explain them and their rationale together with the results. All benchmarks are reduced to distill the interaction effect in a very concise setting. Each benchmark can be scaled in the number of involved configuration options, such that we can observe scalability with regard to the exponentially growing surface configuration complexity. We plot the complexity measures for an execution with 10 options to illustrate the general trend.

For each tool, we report the performance measures time, instructions, and memory consumptions for executing the benchmark with different numbers of options (0 to 100). We measured them all using internal metrics of Java Pathfinder and built a separate harness for SPLat. As we face an exponential problem, we terminate executions that exceed two minutes. To reduce measurement bias, we report the average of three runs.

**4.2.2 Sharing Potential**

For each benchmark, we discuss the interaction characteristic it simulates, reasons for the configuration complexity, and the performance measures indicating which tools scale.

**Benchmark B1 (Explosion):** We start with the worst case of interactions in which all options interact on the same value and yield a different result in every configuration. In such case, every exhaustive technique needs to track an exponential number of alternative values. As visible from the complexity measures, early and some later instructions (e.g., if statements) in the benchmark are affected by fewer configurations and can be shared. However, no tool can be expected to scale as they all face essential configuration complexity growing exponentially with the number of options as visible in all performance measures. If these kinds of interactions are common in practice, there would be little hope for configuration-complete analyses.

**Benchmark B2 (Deep Nesting):** Next, we explore the effect of dependencies among options, leading to a lower essential configuration complexity with a linear number of distinct execution traces. Whereas B1 had independent decisions for each option, resulting in $2^n$ execution traces, B2 models nested decisions, resulting in $n + 1$ execution traces for $n$ options. The complexity measure shows the linear increase in overhead as additions are performed on values with increasingly many
alternative values. Also the interaction degree measures grow linear as more and more options need to be selected. Again, we can see that several instructions that do not manipulate variable $i$ could be shared. Our performance measures show that this kind of interaction is well supported by all approaches. As all tools only split lazily where necessary, there are nearly linear increases with more options in all performance measures. Simpler tools outperform tools with higher constant overhead, as exploiting additional sharing has only marginal effects.

**Benchmark B3 (Distinct Values):** Sharing becomes feasible if interactions on a variable produce a small number of distinct values. In benchmark B3, each option increases a value by 1, resulting in $n + 1$ distinct values for $n$ options. Therefore, essential configuration complexity grows linearly with the number of configurations. Our performance measurements indicate that JPF-core and JPF-symbolic require exponential effort as they need to split the execution on every if statement but cannot join them again; JPF-symbolic never joins and JPF-core cannot as the values representing the options have different values in different states. Without data sharing, also SPLat requires exponential effort because all options have an independent effect on the execution trace. JPF-BDD and VarexJ both track the $n+1$ distinct values separately from the variations in configuration options, which enables them to perform closer to the linear growing essential configuration complexity. VarexJ executes fewer instructions and requires less memory than JPF-BDD by exploiting additional sharing, which however has no benefits for the execution time due to the additional overhead.

**Benchmark B4 (Separate Values):** If options affect disjoint parts of the state, essential configuration complexity can be very low. Benchmark B4 exhibits an interaction in which each option affects a different variable, without any data interaction. Despite an exponential number of execution traces and distinct states, each variable has only two alternative values (0 and 1) and, as such, the essential configuration complexity is low. As the performance measures show, JPF-core, JPF-symbolic, JPF-BDD, and SPLat all require exponential effort, as they do not exploit sharing for this interaction characteristic. All approaches split on each if-statement and none can join the states again. Even JPF-BDD cannot join, as non-option values differ across configurations. Only VarexJ approaches the low essential complexity.

**Benchmark B5 (No Interactions on Data):** Finally, we eliminate all data interactions, such that only control-flow interactions remain (i.e., an exponential number of different execution traces, all with the same states). Essential configuration complexity is low as in B4. JPF-BDD and VarexJ both execute each instruction on a single state without interaction overhead, as all variability of options is handled separately. In contrast, SPLat still needs to explore all execution traces and JPF-core and JPF-symbolic track different configuration values as part of their split state, resulting in exponential behavior.

**Lessons Learned**

Even when essential configuration complexity is low, missing to exploit suitable forms of sharing for certain characteristics of interactions can result in exponential execution efforts. A program with negligible essential complexity (e.g., without
4.3 Measuring Feature Interactions in Highly Configurable Systems

To assess essential configuration complexity of executions in real-world software, we applied variational execution to eight configurable systems shown in Table 4.2. We selected four configurable medium-sized systems from different domains, the http server Jetty 7, the in-memory database Prevayler, the static analysis tool Checkstyle, and the academic evaluation framework for database index structures QuEval [Schäler et al., 2013]. In addition, we included systems previously used as benchmarks in research on configurable systems: The systems MinePump [Kramer et al., 1983], E-Mail [Hall, 2005], and Elevator [Plath and Ryan, 2001] are small academic Java programs that were designed with many interacting options; GPL [Lopez-Herrejón and Batory, 2001] is a small-scale configurable graph library often used for evaluations in the product-line community. All these systems are executable with VarexJ.

To investigate interactions in configurable systems, we pose the following research question: RQ 2: What is the essential configuration complexity of real-world software? Particularly, we are interested in whether our measures for configuration complexity confirm current assumptions based on error reports and program outputs [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004] or whether they provide additional insights.

Experimental Setup

We execute all subject systems over all configurations with VarexJ. For each system, we measure configuration complexity for a fixed standard input: a sample input.

### Table 4.2: Subject systems analyzed for configuration complexity and their sizes in lines of code, number of options and configurations; number of instructions executed with VarexJ, the aggregated interaction overhead (\(\sum IO\)), the average number of instructions for single configurations (\(\mu\text{Instr.}\)), and lower bound for line coverage reached with the sample method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Config.</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>(\sum IO)</th>
<th>(\mu\text{Instr.})</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jetty 7</td>
<td>145,421</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>12M</td>
<td>12M</td>
<td>12M</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkstyle</td>
<td>14,950</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>28M</td>
<td>29M</td>
<td>15M</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevayler</td>
<td>8,975</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>81M</td>
<td>94M</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuEval</td>
<td>3,109</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>89k</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>29k</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48k</td>
<td>55k</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>17M</td>
<td>17M</td>
<td>9M</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>48k</td>
<td>55k</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Pump</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

any data interaction, as in B4 (Separate Values) can cause exponential behavior in state-of-the-art approaches. Finding such kind of interaction characteristics in real-world programs would be a great opportunity for quality assurance, as it indicates a high potential for configuration-complete analysis with sharing-based approaches.
distributed with QuEval, a source file with 474 lines for Checkstyle, and a sample application provided with Prevayler. For Jetty, we deploy a web application that is capable of serving static content as well as running simple servlets. As the traces often contain several million instructions, we aggregate subsequent instructions in our plots. We share the evaluation setup together with our implementation.

4. Measuring Interactions in Highly Configurable Systems

Interactions in Real-World Software

We show the traces for the eight subject systems in Figure 4.2. In all systems, we can observe a small average interaction overhead throughout most of the trace and usually small interaction degrees (i.e., most instructions can be shared in large configuration spaces). The traces also show that options do not interact increasingly across the entire executions. Some individual results are noteworthy:

First, the Elevator system was specifically designed to exhibit many interactions [Plath and Ryan, 2001]. Its trace shows that several interactions on data cause an interaction overhead of up to 12. However, most instructions in the trace have an overhead of at most two. Many instructions are executed in restricted contexts though, requiring up to five options.

Figure 4.2: Traces and interaction overhead of variability-aware execution for larger software. Each bar represents the highest value per 1,000 instructions (per 10 for Elevator, Mine Pump and Email). Blue bars on top of the axis denote interaction overhead, green bars below the axis denote interactions degrees on data and the red line denotes the interaction degrees on the control flow.
Second, GPL is a common system for evaluations in the product-line community, including prior studies of sharing and verification [Apel et al., 2013c, Kim et al., 2012]. The system has only some minor interactions with an interaction overhead of mostly two and a interaction degrees of mostly one option. Options do not interact at all for most parts of the trace. However, at the end of the execution up to eight options interact on the same data.

Third, we observed the strongest data interactions in QuEval. QuEval implements several database index structures which can be customized with several options, significantly changing the behavior of the entire system. The trace shows that there are long sequences with similar overhead in the execution. This is caused by separate processing of each index structure. Some values interact strongly causing an overhead of 100 (among 680 configurations). However, the trace still shows that high interaction degrees are rare, and many instructions can be shared after and between them. In QuEval, there are multiple interactions that cause high interaction degrees on data and control flow. Especially, in the last part of the execution, data interactions like benchmark B1 (Explosion) can be observed for a subset of the options.

Fourth, Checkstyle is a good example for a trace with particularly few interactions. The system implements many optional and independent checks that are not supposed to interact. However, the trace shows that there are still high degree interactions in Checkstyle, mostly caused by optional caching, resulting in a similar behavior as in the benchmark B3 (Distinct Values) in a subset of the trace. Also, in Jetty, we similarly observe that most options have only minimal influences on the trace; we found no interactions on data at all (possibly due to the simple test scenario we used).

Throughout all systems, we observe essential configuration complexity that is far lower than surface complexity may indicate. The amount of essential configuration complexity differs by system though from almost negligible (Checkstyle, Jetty, GPL), to medium (Elevator, Prevayler), to significant (QuEval). Comparing the aggregated interaction overhead with the average number of instructions executed without variability shown in Table 4.2 (see Section 4.1), we can see that a system executing close to essential configuration complexity would usually only have to execute 1 – 4 times more instructions than an average execution of a single configuration. Only QuEval had a significant interaction overhead compared to an average execution of individual configurations, but that can be explained largely by executions for alternative options. In general, the overhead is much lower than the overhead of factor 20 to $2^{135}$ a brute-force approach would require and could potentially even beat some sampling strategies that reexecute each sampled configuration.

In its current form, due to the high overhead per instruction, VarexJ cannot achieve this speedup compared to a standard JVM. However, our results indicate that essential complexity is low and there is hope for the community to develop efficient configuration-complete analysis techniques.

---

1When compared to executing a single configuration with VarexJ’s own interpreter, we observe performance overheads between 1.0x (Jetty) and 9.7x (GPL) for most systems and 190x for QuEval, in line with the measured interaction overhead. Detailed performance measurements are outside the scope of this work, but can be found on our website.
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Threats to Validity

Concrete results from our measurements should be generalized only carefully; our focus is on establishing metrics for configuration complexity, not on proving characteristics of programs in general practice. External validity is limited by the number and size of our subject systems. As described, we selected the small programs representing critical and paradigmatic cases, whereas we used convenience sampling for the medium-sized systems, primarily due to current technical limitations of our interpreter and the high engineering effort to execute further and larger systems. Our subject systems are diverse, but their characteristics may not generalize for other systems.

As described, we executed each system with only one input. Thus, we potentially miss interactions that occur only with other inputs. Nonetheless, we execute each program’s main method with a representative input, which in each system covers all configuration options and a large amount of its code as the measured line coverage in Table 4.2 indicates.

To interpret our results, it is important to remember, as discussed in Chapter 2, that we define interactions as any differences during the execution triggered by options, not just externally visible differences or defects. This decision is deliberate to study interactions and execution methods in general, independent of defects they may cause [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004].

4.4 Discussion: Characteristics of Interactions

In Section 4.2, we have shown that despite exponential surface complexity many kinds of interactions actually have low essential complexity, which can be exploited by suitable sharing-based analyses. In Section 4.3, we have subsequently shown that also real-world systems typically have a much lower essential complexity than it may appear on the surface. However, we have also seen that interactions in real-world systems have characteristics that are more nuanced than expected by existing approaches. Therefore, we conclude with a discussion of observed characteristics that may inform the design of future analysis approaches and may also be informative for developers concerned about interactions in their code.

We identify three main characteristics that are exploited (though not always explicitly) by existing analyses: irrelevant variability, orthogonal variability, and local variability.

Irrelevant variability: Some options may not have any effect on an execution at all. Even when a program has a large configuration space, some executions, such as test cases, may not even read certain configuration options. If no configuration of an execution ever reads a configuration option, we call such execution unaffected by the option. In addition, some options may never be read unless another option is (de)activated, in which the first option depends on the second. In both cases, the number of distinct executions is smaller than the exponential surface complexity indicates.

All sharing-based approaches exploit irrelevant variability, as shown with benchmark B2 (Deep Nesting). Although, irrelevant variability was attributed with significant
speedups for test cases in prior work [Kim et al., 2011, 2013], none of our real-world executions benefited from unaffected variability without rewriting the system to initialize options lazily (all options were always read and initialized). Dependencies reduced the search space, but never close to essential configuration complexity.

Orthogonal Variability: Many options may not interact with each other. Although potentially every option could interact with every other option, resulting in exponential surface complexity, a common assumption is that most options do not interact. We say two options are orthogonal if combining both options does not yield any new behavior that could not be explained by either option alone. Some options may be strictly orthogonal and not interact with any other option, but it is more common to assume low interaction degrees where each change can be explained by the interaction of at most two or three options.

The effectiveness of sampling strategies typically hinges on low interaction degrees, whereas most existing sharing-based approaches are rather inefficient in exploiting orthogonality, especially when options affect data, as apparent from benchmarks B4 (Separate Values) and B5 (No Interactions on Data). Our real-world executions confirm that many options are orthogonal, but also show that one should not rely on low interaction degrees alone: We found high interaction degrees (e.g., 40 in Checkstyle) in most systems, but also found that those involve some options while others remain mostly orthogonal. We argue that rare high interaction degrees is a more accurate characterization of interactions in real-world systems, encouraging research into configuration-complete analyses.

Local variability: An option may affect control flow and data during an execution, but its effects might not spread across the entire execution trace, resulting in much lower essential configuration complexity than surface complexity. With locality, we might need to invest more effort to execute part of the trace repeatedly for different configurations, but we can share effort in other parts.

Many sharing-based approaches exploit locality by sharing executions before the option’s effect, and possibly also after (see Section 4.2). Existing sharing-based approaches differ in what forms of locality can be exploited though. Many approaches can share a common prefix of the execution trace (prefix sharing) and split late on the first instruction depending on an option. Some approaches can join after local instructions, if those instructions do not affect the state as in benchmark B5 (No Interactions on Data) (strictly local). Interactions that affect some state, that is, however, not read again subsequently (see benchmark B4 (Separate Values)) are rarely supported.

A much more common pattern in the observed real-world executions is what we call scattered local: Options affect the trace locally and cause some changes to the program’s state, but many subsequent instructions can be shared before that changed state is accessed again. This is an effect, which we observed as gaps between peaks in the measures of our benchmarks and the real-world executions. In all cases, we see strong evidence of locality in that essential configuration complexity always returns to lower values after peaks.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combinatorial testing</td>
<td>● ●</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLat</td>
<td>● ●</td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPF</td>
<td>● ● ● ●</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPF-SE</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>very high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPF-BDD</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarexJ</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>very high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarexC</td>
<td>● ● ● ● ● ●</td>
<td>high</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Interaction characteristics exploited by different analysis approaches. ●: exploited, ○: partially exploited.

Outlook

We observed that essential configuration complexity is often low and exploiting irrelevant variability, orthogonal variability, and local variability is a promising avenue to scale analysis approaches. However, we also found that supporting the more nuanced characteristics of rare high interaction degrees and scattered local effects are essential for scaling sharing-based approaches to large configuration spaces.

We summarize which properties are supported by each of the discussed tools in Table 4.3. Currently, the tools that exploit more characteristics are also based on a more heavy-weight infrastructure (i.e., higher engineering effort for the analysis and higher runtime effort to execute individual instructions). We hope that our analysis infrastructure helps to identify a sweet spot for exploiting the most relevant interaction characteristics, without the overhead of our current dynamic analysis implementation in VarexJ.

In several traces, we measured interactions of which not all might be intended. We conjecture that our dynamic analysis might be useful for developers to understand the sources of interactions and to build maintainable and assurable software.

4.5 Related Work

Despite much research on highly-configurable systems, the nature of configuration-related interactions is not well understood, especially at the code level. In studying bug reports, many studies found that the majority of reported configuration-related bugs are caused by individual options or interactions among only few options with only few defects at higher degrees [Abal et al., 2018; Cabral et al., 2010; Cohen et al.].
2007, Garvin and Cohen 2011, Kuhn et al. 2004, Medeiros et al. 2016, Nie and Leung 2011; but none of these studies is based on a configuration-complete analysis. Manual search for feature interactions in requirements in telecommunications and electronic mail has focused primarily on pairwise interactions [Hall 2005, Kolberg et al. 2000]. The few studies that systematically analyzed entire configuration spaces found also interactions among more options, such as a linker fault in Busybox that involved 11 options [Kästner et al. 2012a]. Where prior work primarily focused on the degree of interaction faults, we define and monitor measures for interaction degrees and interaction overhead to assess configuration complexity of both data and control flow interactions.

Halin et al. [2018] tested all 26,000+ configurations of the JHipster with the goal of evaluating the quality of sampling strategies and to analyze interaction faults. As they tested each configuration in individually, their experiments took 182 days (CPU time). They detected six interaction faults triggered by up to four options. In contrast, we used an efficient configuration complete analysis that allows us to scale executing test cases for large configuration spaces for which it would be infeasible to test them all. Variational execution further enables us to observe feature interactions beyond failures.

As discussed in Section 3.6, symbolic execution can potentially behave like variational execution [Baldoni et al. 2018, Sen et al. 2015]. Thus, symbolic execution could be used to perform a similar analysis of feature interactions. However, scaling symbolic execution to large systems remains challenging due to expensive SMT solving. In contrast, variational execution has much lower effort as computations are reduced to concrete operations and SAT solving [Meinicke et al. 2016, Nguyen et al. 2014b, Wong et al. 2018b].

Closest to our analysis of interactions at the execution level, Reisner et al. [2010] used symbolic execution to explore different paths of test cases in three C programs (9–14 KLOC, 13–30 options) and found interactions among 7 of 30 options in one system. Executing configurations separately, they measured the effect of interactions on control flow only (with the goal of increasing test coverage), whereas we specifically monitor the effect of interactions on data to measure configuration complexity (to assess whether a configuration-complete approach is feasible), especially regarding the different notions of local variability (e.g., using benchmarks B3–B5 and the complexity measure of interaction overhead).

Nguyen et al. [2014b] previously used variational execution to observe interaction degrees on data finding that up to 16 plugins interact on the same data. In contrast, we systematically analyze how such interactions appear to get a better understanding of interaction characteristics.

4.6 Conclusion

Undesired interactions challenge quality assurance for highly-configurable software, as they are typically unknown and can result in faults and security vulnerabilities. Their detection is a challenge as the configuration space of such systems grows up to exponentially in the number of configuration options. Existing analyses try to
scale with assumptions about interactions. However, whether these assumptions are valid and how much we can speed up analyses in future is not well understood. With VarexJ, we implemented a dynamic analysis for Java to quantify different characteristics of interactions with benchmarks and to analyze real-world programs (see Chapter 3 [Meinicke, 2014]). We found that essential configuration complexity induced by real-world interactions is usually low, making configuration-complete analyses feasible. Based on our insights, we discussed typical characteristics of interactions. These characteristics are unknowingly exploited by resend analyses [Thüm et al., 2014], but can intentionally be exploited by future approaches, such as for debugging as we will show in Chapter 5 [Meinicke et al., 2018].
5. Understanding Interactions in Highly-Configurable Systems with Variational Traces

This chapter is based on the technical report "Understanding Differences among Executions with Variational Traces" [Meinicke et al., 2018].

Understanding why a certain program input causes a fault while another succeeds is a common task during debugging [Zeller, 1999]. This happens, for example, if a certain program crashes in one configuration but succeeds in others [Cohen et al., 2007, Medeiros et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011]. Reasoning about such differences in executions is difficult when using a standard debugger as the program can only be executed for one input at a time. To understand why certain inputs lead to a fault requires to understand the differences between correct and failing executions. Such a comparison can be generated by recording and aligning the traces and state changes of these two executions [Sumner and Zhang, 2010, Xin et al., 2008]. The aligned traces can be used to generate explanations of the fault [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002].

Some faults, however, are caused by interactions of multiple inputs which make understanding and debugging them even more challenging [Abal et al., 2018, Apel et al., 2013b, Calder et al., 2003a, Garvin and Cohen, 2011] (see Chapter 2). Interaction faults are hard to detect as they require to specify a certain input to trigger the fault [Medeiros et al., 2015]. Even if we can narrow down the fault to a smaller number of options, say with delta debugging [Zeller, 1999, Zeller and Hildebrandt, 2002], it is still difficult to understand why, where, and how they interact.

After identifying the set of interacting options, a programmer can start investigating how this interaction causes the fault. Understanding the interaction requires understanding the individual behavior of the interacting options, but also their combined behavior. Thus, it may no longer be sufficient to align the execution of two inputs as previous approaches do [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002], as such an alignment cannot explain the effects of multiple options.
We propose to align the execution traces of all configurations to explain the effect of multiple options. We introduce the concept of a variational trace, a compact representation of the trace differences among all executions. In the variational trace, redundant parts are shared, and individual parts are annotated with the input they belong to. This focus on differences allows understanding how data and control flow influence the executions and interact, and thus how the different inputs cause a fault.

Generation of variational traces challenges scalability as the number of executions and traces that need to be aligned can potentially be exponential to the number of options. A baseline approach would execute all configurations separately and thus can only scale to explain the interactions among few options. More severely is the potential memory consumption as this approach needs to keep all past statements in memory, as it is unclear upfront which statements will differ among executions [Ko and Myers, 2010, Pothier and Tanter, 2009].

We use variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Wong et al., 2018b] to avoid separately recording and aligning the traces for many inputs (see Chapter 3). Since the program is executed in a shared fashion, alignment is achieved by construction. Additionally, executed statements and program states are tracked as they relate to the original inputs and their interactions. This means that executions and variables can always be linked to specific program inputs. With variational execution we usually avoid the memory explosion as it enables us to recognize during execution which statements differ, and thus, need to be kept for the variational trace. As options are mostly orthogonal and appear only on few locations we expect variational traces to be concise [Meinicke et al., 2016] (see Chapter 4).

To enable developers to interact with variational traces, we developed an interactive Eclipse plug-in called Varviz that visualizes variational traces. Varviz can be used for understanding interaction faults, but also for other program comprehension tasks that involve understanding differences among similar executions.

In a user study, we show that variational traces help to understand a fault in a highly interacting program and that they help to explain a fault from a previous experiment on automatic debugging techniques. Participants using variational traces were more than twice as fast and more successful compared to participants using a standard debugger. In our qualitative study, we found that when dealing with faults caused by differences in inputs, in contrast to standard faults, participants search for places where these inputs interact and how they have an effect, which is exactly what our approach helps with. Furthermore, we show that variational traces are compact, even for medium sized programs with many explored options.

The goal of this research is to aid researchers and developers detecting differences among executions depending on potentially multiple options by providing a dynamic analysis that can efficiently execute and align all configurations summarized in variational traces.
5.1 State of the Art

Overall, we contribute the following in this chapter:

- The concept of a variational trace that compactly represents differences among the executions of many configurations.
- A baseline implementation that shows challenges of generating variational traces.
- Efficient trace alignment and a dynamic analysis to trace only relevant data avoiding memory explosion for a potentially exponential number of configurations using variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016].
- An Eclipse plug-in Varviz to visualize and interact with variational traces.
- A user study that shows that participants using variational traces outperform participants using a standard debugger. The study also shows that comparative approaches [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002] actually help with debugging tasks.
- An evaluation on scalability showing that our approach can align executions for large number of input combinations, while concisely describing their differences. By focusing on the effects of certain inputs, the sizes can be reduced even further.

5.1 State of the Art

An important problem of many program comprehension and debugging tasks is to understand the differences among executions. For example, a programmer may want to understand why a fault occurs for certain inputs but does not for others. Such faults can be hard to detect, as they are only triggered for a certain input, and hard to understand because they may require reasoning about interactions among these inputs within long traces. The differences in control and data flow among faulty and valid executions can provide insights about how the fault is caused.

Our approach combines ideas from two research fields, namely automatic debugging and feature interactions, to explain differences among executions. In this section, we discuss how automatic-debugging techniques exploit differences in executions and how various approaches address the feature-interaction problem that causes undesired behavior for certain combinations of inputs.

5.1.1 Automated Debugging Techniques

Automated-debugging techniques aim to create explanations of why a fault appears, often by comparing correct and faulty executions of the program [Johnson et al., 2011, Jones et al., 2002, Sumner and Zhang, 2009, 2013, Weeratunge et al., 2010, Zeller, 2002]. To create explanations, the approaches execute, record and align the program multiple times for different inputs or test cases.

Fault Localization

There are many approaches that aim to find the cause of a fault [Wong et al., 2016]. One of these approaches is spectrum-based fault localization which rates each line of the source code by whether it is probable to cause the fault [Abreu et al., 2006, Jones...
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et al., 2002]. For example, Tarantula compares the code coverage of valid and failing test cases and provides this information using different background colors on the code [Jones et al., 2002]. However, such statement ranking has been shown to be less useful than expected [Parnin and Orso, 2011]: there are usually too many lines highlighted in the code, which makes it hard for users to understand which lines matter for an explanation of the fault. Also, the information why certain lines are important is missing, as are control- and data-flow information. Such information is however often necessary to understand how certain parts of the execution lead to the fault.

Execution Comparison

The comparison of internals of failing and valid executions can be used to explain why programs fail. Instead of just comparing the coverage information, execution comparison approaches compare traces and program states across executions [Apiwattanapong et al., 2007, Groce et al., 2006, Johnson et al., 2011, Kim et al., 2013, Sumner and Zhang, 2009, 2013, Weeratunge et al., 2010, Zeller, 2002]. Such comparison can highlight differences in data and control flow relevant to the fault.

Delta debugging is an approach that systematically narrows down the inputs (resp. changes) that are relevant for causing a fault [Zeller and Hildebrandt, 2002]. Based on this idea, Zeller applied delta debugging to program states of executions [Zeller, 2002]. A challenge with delta debugging is that it needs to align statements and program states of independent executions [Xin et al., 2008, Sumner and Zhang, 2009, 2013] improved the initial work of Zeller using dual slicing [Johnson et al., 2011, Weeratunge et al., 2010] and efficient execution indexing [Xin et al., 2008]. They improve the efficiency and minimize the explanations in finding the cause effect chain [Sumner and Zhang, 2009, 2013].

Execution comparison approaches are designed to explain the differences between only two executions at a time. Thus, they require significant runtime overhead, as they execute the program many times to narrow down the instructions necessary for a certain behavior. Due to the separate execution of the program, these approaches need to deal with three major challenges, correct alignment of the executions [Kwon et al., 2010, Sumner and Zhang, 2010, Xin et al., 2008], memory overhead that comes with recording the executions [Burtsever et al., 2005, Kanev and Cohn, 2011, Ko and Myers, 2008], and differences in executions caused by nondeterminism [Kwon et al., 2016].

5.1.2 Understanding Feature Interactions

Feature interaction bugs are hard to detect as they are only triggered for certain combinations of features. There is a lot of research to efficiently find such faults, such as combinatorial interaction testing [Cohen et al., 2007, Medeiros et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011], systematic sampling [Kim et al., 2010, 2013, Souto et al., 2017], model checking [Burch et al., 1990, Classen et al., 2011, von Rhein et al., 2011], and variational execution [Austin and Flanagan, 2012a, Kim et al., 2012, Meinicke et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b, Wong et al., 2018b].

Sampling approaches can only reveal configurations that fail, but not the interaction that causes it. Variational execution tracks the exact combination of inputs that
lead to a fault but does not help to understand why the interaction happens and how it causes the fault.

Other approaches statically reason about the code to detect feature interactions. The work of Kim et al. [2011] reasons about the combinatorics to reduce the number of configurations to execute. However, after testing these reduced configuration, the approach cannot answer why configurations fail. The research of Zhang and Ernst aims to identify configuration faults using thin slicing and a lightweight form of execution comparison [Zhang and Ernst, 2013, 2014]. Their approach suggests single configuration options that are likely to trigger a fault. However, they assume that (a) the program itself is correct and (b) that a single option triggers the fault rather than a combination of multiple options.

Another line of research aims to identify implementations of feature in configurable systems, known as feature traceability problem [Apel et al., 2013a]. Many solutions from software product line research can deal with the feature traceability problem for programs where feature can be directly mapped to code. In these programs, variability is either implemented in modules (e.g., using feature-oriented programming [Prehofer, 1997] or plugins) or variability is explicitly annotated (e.g., for conditional compilation). There are several approaches that help users deal with feature traceability in such systems using views or background colors [Feigenspan et al., 2011, Kästner and Apel, 2009, Meinicke et al., 2017]. These approaches, however, ignore data-flow and control-flow dependencies among the features.

In contrast to systems with a direct mapping of features to source code, feature traceability becomes challenging, such as for systems with runtime variability [Apel et al., 2013a]. Lillack et al. [2017] reason about which lines of code are affected by load-time options using static taint analysis [Arzt et al., 2014]. Nguyen et al. [2016] iteratively sample configurations and observe interactions on code coverage. Similarly, Reisner et al. [2010] observe interactions on code coverage using symbolic execution.

Feature traceability can help identifying features in source code and can help with code comprehension [Feigenspan et al., 2013]. Additional information about which features interact and which lines are affected by these interactions can provide further help for understanding and debugging. However, identifying features in source code and information on which features potentially interact cannot answer why and how they interact.

In summary, there exist many approaches that help to compare two executions and approaches that help detecting interaction faults in larger configuration spaces. However, none of the existing approaches helps to understand how multiple options interact as they either do not scale to multiple options or miss control and data-flow information [Ko and Myers, 2008, Ko et al., 2006]. In our work, we provide support that scales to explain interactions among multiple options and that also provides necessary control and data-flow information about the interactions.
5.2 Generating and Visualizing Variational Traces

In this section, we introduce the new concept of variational traces which help developers understanding how options interact during the program execution and assist with debugging interaction faults.

5.2.1 Variational Traces

We introduce a variational trace as a compact representation of differences among multiple execution traces regarding control flow and the program states. With variational traces, we explain how differences in inputs affect a program’s execution and data, and how inputs interact with each other. A variational trace is a graph that represents differences on the control-flow and on data using the following concepts (illustrated in Figure 5.1 for our running example GameScreen of Listing 2.1):

- **State changes** (orange rectangles) describe statements that change values of fields and local variables. In the example, the value of penalty is changed from 0 to 10 if the option blue is true.

- **Decisions** (diamonds) describe statements causing control-flow differences due to differences in inputs (directly or indirectly) between the individual traces (e.g., if-statements).

- **Decision Parameters** (gray rectangles) describe variables that are used in decisions. In the example, score is used as parameter for the decision in the method setScore. We found this information on parameters used in decisions particularly useful as they help to understand causes of control-flow differences.

- **Exceptions** (red rectangles) describe statements that are thrown due to faults or exception handling. In the figure, we see that the RuntimeException is thrown under the condition that blue and red are true.

- **Return** statements (not shown in the example) describe values that are returned by a method. Return statements are included if a method returns different values or from different locations.

- **Methods** (rectangles around subgraphs) structure the variational trace and describe the stack trace (e.g., method setScore). The notation of methods helps to understand the control flow and the execution of the program across method boundaries.

- **Paths** connect the elements and show the control flow. Paths are annotated with path conditions showing under which configurations the path is taken (e.g., blue ∧ red). Additionally, the failing path is highlighted: red if the path always leads to a fault, and orange if the path eventually leads to a fault. Orange paths are bold if they are necessary to cause the fault, they are dotted otherwise.

**Variational traces show differences**

To be a useful debugging tool, variational traces need to concisely describe differences among executions while still containing sufficient information. A variational trace only describes state changes, decisions, invocations and exceptions that differ among executions. Thus, a variational trace contains only statements that cause control-flow differences and statements that change variables differently in different executions. Statements that do not cause such differences are not as important and will not be contained in the variational trace. For example, initialization of fields in
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Figure 5.1: Variational Trace for our running example GameScreen.
underlying interactions in highly-configurable systems with variational traces.

The constructor of the GameScreen are the same for all configurations. Such state changes are thus not relevant to describe differences among executions. The same applies to changes that only take place on variables that only exist for certain inputs. Thus, if an object only exists under condition $a$, then changes that happen to this object under condition $a$ are not important for comparing traces. Instead, the variational trace will report changes that create interactions, such as the method `setPenalty` which sets the field `penalty` to 10 if `blue` is true. Such a statement reduction requires to record and keep all state changes of all variables and to compare their values across all executions.

A focus on differences among executions allows to narrow down the number of statements that are reported to the user. Our approach might be further combined with slicing to remove statements that do not matter to explain a certain exception [Sumner and Zhang, 2009, 2013, Zeller, 2002]. In this work, we focus on efficiently generating explanations for differences among many executions. Thus, improvements such as data-flow and impact analyses are out of this paper’s scope.

A variational trace, as in Figure 5.1, looks similar to a control flow graph. However, three differences make variational traces more useful for debugging purposes: (i) variational traces represent actual executions and they show the actual values that variables take plus the exact context they are executed in, (ii) variational traces only contain statements that differ among the executions, and (iii) variational traces support (beyond others) loops, recursion, dynamic invocation, and reflection.

### Using Variational Traces

Variational traces help understanding differences among executions as they describe the cause and effects of differences among executions. This allows answering questions about interactions among options and to understand faults caused by such interactions. First, a variational trace answers for which inputs the interaction occurs. This information is visible in the context of the statement (resp. exception). Second, it helps understanding why the interaction occurs as it shows the differences in the state and in the control-flow at the point in the execution before the statement. Third, a variational trace helps understanding how the interaction is caused and how the corresponding state is created. As an interaction is always caused due to previous control-flow decisions or other interactions, the information about the cause will always be contained in the variational trace.

### 5.2.2 Generating Variational Traces by Aligning Trace Logs

To generate variational traces, we could align the traces from executing all configurations separately. In this subsection, we use such a base line approach that aligns trace logs to explain the necessary steps and emphasize the challenges of creating variational traces, namely recording, alignment, merging, and reduction.

The first step for creating a variational trace is to record the program’s executions for all different inputs. The recording needs to track both the instructions and the state changes, to understand the effects of the executions.
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To compare the executions, the recorded traces need to be aligned. To align the traces, instructions from each trace that belong to each other need to be identified [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970]. In general, there are multiple different alignments possible as statements may repeat in different parts of the execution. Thus, a semantically optimal alignment is required for meaningful results. However, as the program is executed separately multiple times, alignment is a non-trivial task, especially as object references are different among executions, as it is necessary to keep track of iterations, and as nondeterminism may lead to wrong alignments, which can be avoided by recording and replaying nondeterministic result (e.g., IO) among the executions [Kwon et al., 2016, Sumner and Zhang, 2010, Xin et al., 2008].

After aligning the traces, shared parts of the executions can be identified. Thus, we can merge the traces into a single trace with conditional statements [Rubin and Chechik, 2013]. Statements and state changes that are included in several traces can be shared.

Finally, the variational trace can be reduced to statements that describe differences and can be enriched with information about the effects of the instructions. The variational trace only describes the control-flow and state differences among the executions resulting in a concise explanation of the differences and the fault.

Discussion

The baseline approach has the obvious issue that it can only scale to few options as it needs to run the program $2^n$ times for $n$ boolean options. Furthermore, as it is unclear which statements will interact upfront, the approach needs to record full traces which causes severe memory problems. That is, the approach needs to keep all statements and states in memory until all configurations are executed. There are several ways to reduce the memory consumption, such as (i) directly merging the traces after execution instead of keeping them all in memory, (ii) statically deciding which parts of a method will be equal independent of options (e.g., initialization of local variables), (iii) compressed storage of trace logs [Burtscher et al., 2005, Kanev and Cohn, 2011], and (iv) inter-procedural analysis to detect statements that depend on options [Lillack et al., 2017]. However, these approaches are either not sufficient (i, ii & iii) or do not scale to larger programs (iv).

We implemented the baseline approach in a prototype for Java including optimizations (i) and (ii). We observed that the additional logging statements and the merging process cause a lot of computational overhead. However, especially the memory consumption of the approach is problematic. If too many statements and states must be kept in memory the tool may record multiple GB for the systems in our evaluation, as we show in Table 5.1, which makes this approach infeasible for larger systems. To approach these challenges requires sophisticated mechanisms to reduce the number of statements to record and to solve the problems of nondeterminism (e.g., by synchronously executing all configurations [Kim et al., 2015, Kwon et al., 2016]).

Our goal is to generate variational traces anyhow as they enable us to observe effects and interactions of options. To this end, we have to avoid all the limitations (scalability, memory overhead, nondeterminism) of the base line approach while keeping the idea of aligning the executions of all configurations.
5.2.3 Efficient Generation of Variational Traces with Variational Execution

A key insight of our work is to use variational execution to sidestep the previously discussed challenges for generating variational traces (i.e., handling the challenges of recording, alignment, merging and nondeterminism). Variational execution can efficiently execute all configurations of the program in a single synchronized run [Meinicke et al., 2016, Nguyen et al., 2014b]. As variational execution represents state differences among configurations as choice values [Erwig and Walkingshaw, 2011a], we can efficiently observe the states of all configurations [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016]. We solve the problem of non-deterministic behavior among the configurations due to the sharing and synchronous execution of variational execution, for which an alignment-based approach requires sophisticated synchronization and alignment strategies [Kwon et al., 2016, Sumner and Zhang, 2010].

As variational execution synchronizes the executions among configurations, there is no need to align the executions of the program. Instead, we directly generate the variational trace by recording how variational execution runs the program. The context of each statement is already given as all instructions are executed under a certain context. To observe where the execution splits, we just need to observe changes in the execution context. Finally, we can observe interactions on data in the assigned choice values of local variables and fields. With variational execution we avoid the memory explosion of the base line approach, as we can decide during execution whether a statement should be contained in the variational trace. As we will show as part of our evaluation in Table 5.1 using variational execution is up to five times faster than the baseline approach while requiring up to 74% less memory. Beyond that, we also show that we can generate variational traces for huge configuration spaces for which it is simply impossible to generate them using a brute force approach (see Checkstyle).

To generate variational traces, we extended our variational interpreter VarexJ [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016]. We adapted the execution of bytecode instructions, such as fields and local variable instructions to record their changes on data, if-statements to record whether they split the execution, method invocations to record the stack trace, and exceptions to report faults.

Our new contribution is to realize the potential of variational execution for generating variational traces without the disadvantages (e.g., memory overhead) of aligning single traces, by observing internals of the variational execution engine. Thus, with variational traces, we are usually able to align an exponential number of traces, which is practically impossible without it.

Generation with Symbolic Execution

Variational execution shares similar ideas with symbolic execution [Clarke, 1976, King, 1976] (see Chapter 3). Indeed, with symbolic execution it is possible to explore the executions for many inputs. In contrast to symbolic execution, variational execution always processes alternative but concrete values, not symbolic ones. Thus, variational execution does not share the problems of symbolic execution, such as undecidable loop bounds. As variational execution requires concrete inputs, our
approach also requires a test case, which is given by our scenario as we want to compare executions for a given test. Symbolic execution can hardly be used to generate variational traces as it typically does not share and align executions beyond common prefixes \cite{Cadar:2011:HAI,Hentschel:2016:ASO}.

As discussed in Section 3.6, symbolic execution engines that implement a fully symbolic memory, if-then-else formulas, and optimal joining of execution branches can potentially have similar sharing as variational execution \cite{Baldoni:2018:ICSE,Sen:2015:SAS}. Such symbolic execution engines can potentially be used to generate variational traces as the execution may be similar to variational execution and the data-flow differences can be observed in the summary values. However, due to the overhead of constraint solving, it remains unclear whether they would achieve the same scalability and performance as variational execution.

5.2.4 Varviz

We argue that variational traces aid programmers to debug and understand programs by providing information about the program execution and interactions among options. To make variational traces accessible, we implemented an Eclipse plug-in called Varviz (from variation and visualization). We released Varviz as open-source (https://meinicke.github.io/varviz/). The plug-in already comes with the utilized VarexJ to generate variational traces.

In Figure 5.2, we show a screenshot of Varviz for our running example GeamScreen. The variational trace can be generated using default run mechanisms of Eclipse, which will automatically call VarexJ. After running the program, the variational trace is shown in the Varviz view.

Navigation is one of the most time-consuming tasks during debugging \cite{Ko:2006:ICSE}. Therefore, we designed Varviz to also be used as a navigation tool. By double-clicking on elements in the trace, the tool automatically displays the file and the line of the element. As shown in the screenshot, the return instruction that throws the exception is highlighted after double-clicking the exception statement in the trace.

Focus on selected interactions

In practice, many interaction faults occur among few options \cite{Abal:2018:ICSE,Cabral:2010:ICSE,Cohen:2007:ICSE,Garvin:2011:ICSE,Kuhn:2004:ICSE,Medeiros:2016:ICSE,Meinicke:2016:ICSE,Nie:2011:ICSE}. To understand a certain interaction among a specific set of options, we show a, usually smaller, relevant part of the variational trace. To this end, we provide a new projection mechanism to show only the statements that explain the effects of a given set of options. All other options are set to fixed values, false if possible (the valid selection might be restricted by a feature model \cite{Kang:1990:ICSE}). By setting all other options to fixed values, Varviz will produce a projection for the interaction of the few options of interest. For example, if a fault is thrown under context $A \land \neg B$, we are interested in the interactions of these two options, but not in options $C$ and $D$. To create a projection on the variational trace for $A$ and $B$, we set the other options $C$ and $D$ to false (if possible) to hide the effects and interactions of these
options. To remove unnecessary elements, we create the constraint \( \neg C \land \neg D \) and evaluate the conditions of all elements of the variational trace. If the condition of the element under the context of the constraint is satisfiable, we keep the element in the variational trace, otherwise it can be removed. Finally, we evaluate the remaining elements, whether they represent differences among the executions for the options of the projection. Removing options from the trace can highly reduce its size and thus helps to understand the interactions (as we will show in Section 5.5), while preserving interactions that are relevant for the options of interest.

### 5.2.5 Limitations of Variational Traces

Variational traces inherit limitations from related automatic debugging techniques based on trace alignment [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002]. Similar to these techniques, we compare separate executions to explain causes of faults and interactions. The similarity of these executions determines the quality of variational traces. For example, executions (i.e., test cases) can introduce minor changes (noise) that are irrelevant to the fault of interest. Thus, executions that minimize noise are always preferable. In contrast, inputs need to trigger similar executions to reveal enough information about fault and its cause. If the executions are too different, then the variational trace cannot provide enough information. When we apply variational traces to configurable systems for the same test case, the executions of the configurations will be similar by design. However, if a fault is not caused by an interaction, but simply because certain code is executed, then we can only report the context and location of the fault but not necessarily its cause.

We use our variational execution engine VarexJ to generate variational traces [Meinicke, 2014, Meinicke et al., 2016]. Thus, we inherit the limitations of VarexJ, such as incomplete support for native code (see Section 3.4). Variational execution is an evolving technique and advancements in variational execution will also improve the efficiency and applicability of our approach [Wong et al., 2018b].

### 5.3 Variational Debugging of GameScreen

To illustrate how variational traces work on actual software, we again use our running example GameScreen. In Figure 5.2, we show the variational trace in Eclipse generated by Varviz (the full trace is shown in Figure 5.1). The trace explains how the options blue and red interact to cause the exception. As the fault is caused by the interaction \( \text{blue} \land \text{red} \), we sliced trace is sliced the variational trace for blue and red. Thus, the option green does not appear in the variational trace as it is not relevant to explain the fault (i.e., green is set to be false).

To understand the fault, we can start at the exception on the bottom of the variational trace. We directly see that the exception is thrown under the context \( \text{blue} \land \text{red} \). The next step is to understand why the exception is thrown under this condition. Thus, we check the decisions and parameters that lead to the exception. We can see that the parameter totalScore is 0 for \( \text{blue} \land \text{red} \).

We can further backtrack the reason why totalScore is 0. Thus, we search for statements that change totalScore to 0 before. This leads us to the method setScore.
Figure 5.2: Screenshot of Varviz for our running example Gamescreen.
setScore changes the totalScore to 0 if the parameter score is negative, which it is if blue is true. We can also see that setScore is only invoked if red is true.

We further need to understand why totalScore was negative for blue. In the earlier statements we can see that under condition blue totalScore is changed to be negative because penalty was set to 10 under condition blue.

In summary, we can see that the variational trace contains all information necessary to understand how an interaction causes a fault. It contains information about control flow and and data changes caused by options. The slicing for the options that are responsible for the fault removes unnecessary options, which reduces the information on the user. As Varviz is integrated into Eclipse, it further provides a link to the source code which helps debugging.

5.4 User Study

Automated debugging techniques often promise large effects for debugging tasks. Previous evaluations on approaches based on execution comparison focused on reporting the size of the explanations (number of statements) instead of showing whether and how helpful they actually are for debugging [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002]. However, only reporting quantitative results of the approach can be misleading, and the expectations may not meet the reality (e.g., the explanations may be too complex and complicated to be understandable or do not contain the necessary information to understand the fault) [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. This is the first user study on delta-debugging-like approaches that we are aware of.

We designed variational traces to help users to understand variations in executions. In our evaluation, we investigate how and why variational traces help users. Specifically, we perform a user study to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1:** How much do variational traces improve the performance of solving debugging tasks compared to a standard debugger? To answering RQ1, we explore the speedup and the success rates for solving debugging tasks.

**RQ2:** How do variational traces help understanding differences in executions? With RQ2, we investigate what the information needs are during a debugging task and whether the variational trace can answer them. We want to evaluate whether the provided information (i.e, the statements shown in the variational trace) is sufficient to help understanding the interactions.

**Systems and Tasks**

We use three subject systems in our evaluation, namely GameScreen, Elevator and NanoXML. Statistics on the programs are shown in Figure 5.3. We carefully chose these systems for different reasons:

The first system is our running example GameScreen as it was previously used in a study which conducted the effect of different degrees of variability on program comprehension [Melo et al, 2016]. Melo et al. [2016] have shown that the small program with only three features takes on average ten minutes to debug without tool support. However, the program is too trivial and cannot give any insights for our
Figure 5.3: Statistics on the programs used in the user study (Cov: Covered LOC by the test case, Instr: instructions executed for the test case, M: Methods, N: Nodes, D: Decisions).

study as the program can be understood in few minutes using a standard debugger. Thus, we used GameScreen only as warm-up task to make the users familiar with the type of tasks they should perform.

*Elevator* is a simulation of a configurable elevator system [Plath and Ryan, 2001]. The program is designed to trigger interactions among its options. Even though the program has only few lines of code, it is hard to understand the impact of its features due to the interactions. The program comes with several specifications in form of runtime assertions that are violated for certain configurations. We selected a specification that states that the elevator should continue in its current direction if there are still calls in this direction. This specification is violated if a feature for executive floors is on, which can force the elevator to change its direction. In the tasks for Elevator, the participants should figure out in which configurations the fault appears and how the fault is caused. Although fixing a fault is part of debugging, fixing itself is not part of the task as this would have required to change the program’s specification. Instead it was sufficient to explain how the fault is caused.

*NanoXML* itself is not a configurable system. The program was used in a prior study to evaluate whether the automatic debugging technique Tarantula can help programmers with debugging [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. Tarantula showed only minor improvements for debugging NanoXML compared to a standard debugger. We evaluate NanoXML on the same bug as in the original study, in line with the original study [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. We provide two slightly different files as input for parsing. One of the files cannot be parsed correctly, causing an exception. The other one is a similar file that can be parsed. Both files are parsed simultaneously using variational execution. In addition to the tasks of the previous programs, the participants were also asked to fix the bug similar to the prior study [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. With NanoXML we show that variational traces are helpful for a standard debugging tasks to understand variations beyond configurable systems. Thus, with the NanoXML experiment we can show the usefulness of comparative- and delta-debugging approaches which have not been evaluated in user studies before [Sumner and Zhang, 2013, Zeller, 2002].

**Pilot Study**

We performed a pilot study to estimate the required power of our study (i.e., number of participants) to gain confidence finding significant results and to tune the task and descriptions. We asked several graduate students to use Varviz and the Eclipse
debugger on our tasks. We found and revised several issues with the usability of Varviz. We also measured the time and estimated that the effect size was big enough to show significant effects with few participants in the actual experiment. For the Elevator task we had an estimation of 40 minutes when using the Eclipse debugger, compared to an estimation of 12 minutes when using Varviz. For the NanoXML task we have an estimation of 22 minutes from a previous study when using a debugger, which we use as estimation when using a standard debugger (our results were slightly higher) [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. We have an estimation based on our pilot study of only 8 minutes when using Varviz.

Study Design

We designed our experiment as between-subject study to compare performances between participants using a standard debugger (baseline) or Varviz (treatment). We did not mix the participants between using the standard debugger and Varviz (i.e., within-subject design). Each participant solved all three tasks with the same tool to reduce training time required for Varviz and to avoid carryover effects, such as learning effects and demand effects [Charness et al., 2012]. Learning effects from the first tasks might be applied to the second which influences the performances when using different tools. Also, the motivation of using a new tool can influence the performance of the participants. This effect is amplified if they are using both tools in a within-subject design [Charness et al., 2012]. A between-subject design has less statistical power compared to a within-subject design (i.e., we may need more participants to show significant effects), however, we expect the effect size to be very large. Hence, as suggested by the literature on user studies [Charness et al., 2012], a between-subject design is more appropriate as it avoids confounding factors of within-subject designs.

We did not design two comparable tasks, but intentionally two very different ones for external validity. A within subject design typically requires multiple similar tasks, which is a benefit using a between-subject design. While the participants worked on the tasks, with their consent, we recorded the screen and asked them to verbalize their thoughts using think-aloud protocols [Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1997]. These recordings help us to track the participants’ information needs and debugging strategies.

Other approaches, such as delta debugging [Zeller, 2002] and comparative causality [Sumner and Zhang, 2013] may give similar textual explanations of the faults. However, we cannot compare our approach with delta debugging [Zeller, 2002] and comparative causality [Sumner and Zhang, 2013] as the tools are not available (we contacted the authors) and as they are designed to explain differences among only two executions.

Methods

To answer RQ 1, we compare the time and success rates of the participants for solving the tasks. To answer RQ 2, we record the audio and the screen of the participants. We analyze the recordings based on qualitative content analysis using open coding [Saldaña, 2015, Schreier, 2012]. We watch the videos with the goal to
find common tasks that the participants perform during debugging. We use these commonalities to create a coding frame that allows us to understand how the participants perform when using Varviz or the standard debugger.

**Participants**

As we plan to perform think-aloud protocols, analyzing the data (i.e., screen recordings and audio) requires high effort. We thus aim to avoid an unnecessary high number of participants. According to Nielsen [1994], for think aloud protocols five participants are sufficient to gain most insights. Adding more participants does not give more essential information. Thus, to answer RQ 2, we require at least five participants per group, so ten participants in total.

To answer RQ 1, we calculate the minimum number of number of participants required using power statistics based on the pre-study results. We use Rosner’s equation to calculate the required sample size $n$ for each group in our study [Rosner, 2015]:

$$n = \frac{(\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2)(z_{1-\alpha/2} + z_{1-\beta})^2}{\Delta^2}$$ (5.1)

We use a conservative $\alpha$ value of 0.01 which is a probability of Type I error of 1% (i.e. the probability to find an effect even though there is none, usually 0.05). We use a conservative $\beta$ value of 0.05 which is a probability of Type II error of 5% (i.e. the probability not finding an effect even though there is one, usually 0.2). The statistical power is $1 - \beta$ and thus 95%. We use a high value for the estimated standard deviations $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ of 5 minutes as we only used few participants in our pilot study. Using Equation 5.1 and our estimations of expected performances (10 versus 40 and 8 versus 22 minutes for Elevator and NanoXML respectively), we can calculate the number of participants needed for our experiment as one participant ($n_{Elevator} = 0.989 \approx 1$) and five participants ($n_{NanoXML} = 4.544 \approx 5$) per group for Elevator and NanoXML respectively. As the required group size for NanoXML is larger than for Elevator, we use a group size of five for our experiment. Thus, based on our pre-study results, we need ten participants to show significant results. For both, our quantitative and our qualitative analysis ten participants are sufficient.

We recruited ten participants at Carnegie Mellon University: eight undergraduate students, one graduate student and one post doc. The participants were recruited using posters and mailing lists. We excluded participants without prior knowledge of Java. All participants received a 25-dollar gift card after finishing the experiment. The participants were assigned randomly to two groups of five. One group used the Eclipse debugger, the other group used Varviz. The graduate student used Varviz, while the post doc used the Eclipse debugger.

Before conducting the experiment, we asked the participants for their programming experience and experience with Java. The groups were roughly similar: The median experience for programming is 3.5 years for both groups (average is 3.7 years for the debugger group and 5.3 years for the Varviz group; note that the large difference in average experience is caused by a single outlier (Varviz 1) who reported 12 years of non-professional programming experience.) The median Java experience is 2 years.
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Figure 5.4: Time spent on debugging tasks. White boxes denote unrelated tasks.

for both groups (average is 2.6 years for the debugger group and 2 for the Varviz group). None of the participants knew variational execution or any of the subject programs. All participants in the debugger group have used Eclipse and the debugger before. If a participant did not remember how to get to a certain view, such as the call hierarchy, or were unsure about certain functionalities of Eclipse, we provided this information during the experiment.

Execution

Both groups were given an Eclipse containing the three programs they had to debug including a failing configuration for Elevator and the two XML files for NanoXML. The participants using Varviz were introduced to the functionalities of the tool. We used a simple foo-bar example to explain the functionalities of Varviz. All participant started debugging the programs in the same order, first GameScreen, second Elevator and third NanoXML. The participants performed the tasks for Elevator and NanoXML until they solved them correctly, until they gave up, or until they reached a time limit of 30 minutes per task, as we planned the experiment to take roughly one hour.

As we performed a think-aloud protocol, we conducted the experiment with each participant in isolation. To record the audio and screen, we used an inhouse recording tool from our university. For the first participant using the debugger (Debugger 1), we used a different open source recording tool. We lost the screen recording due to a fault in the recording tool. However, we kept the results and the audio recording from this participant in our study as he had a good performance compared to the others using the debugger.

Quantitative Analysis

To answer RQ1, we compare the time and success rates of the participants for solving the tasks. In Figure 5.4, we plot the performances of the participants. The signs ✔
and \( \times \) indicate correct and aborted solutions respectively. When using the Eclipse debugger only two out of five participants solved the Elevator task correctly and four out of five for NanoXML. In contrast, all participants using Varviz solved the tasks for both programs.

For Elevator the participants using Varviz took on average 12 minutes while the participants using the debugger took on average 28 minutes. The best performance using the debugger took 20 minutes, more than five minutes longer than the worst participant using Varviz. For NanoXML we see similar results. The Varviz group took on average 9 minutes. In contrast, the debugger group took on average 27 minutes (best was 22 minutes). Our results are in line with prior research which reported an average time of 22:30 minutes using only a debugger [Parnin and Orso, 2011]. To calculate the effect size of using Varviz compared to a standard Debugger, we use the corrected equation of Hedges' \( g \) which corrects for the upwards bias on small sample sizes:

\[
g = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2}{\sqrt{\frac{\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2}{2}}} \times \sqrt{\frac{N - 3}{N - 2.25}} \times \sqrt{\frac{N - 2}{N}}.
\] (5.2)

A \( g \) value of 1 indicates that the groups differ by 1 standard deviation. In general, a \( g \) value larger than 0.8 indicates a large effect size. We calculated a \( g \) values of 3.6 for Elevator and 4.9 for NanoXML. Thus, \( g \) values indicate a huge effect of using Varviz compared to a standard Debugger for understanding differences among executions. The differences are statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test: \( p < 0.01 \)).

**RQ1: How much do variational traces improve the performance of solving debugging tasks compared to a standard debugger?**

The participants using Varviz are on average 55%, respectively 65% faster than participants using the Eclipse debugger for Elevator respectively NanoXML. The success rates when using the Eclipse debugger are 40% for Elevator and 80% for NanoXML. When using Varviz, the success rates are 100% for both programs.

**Qualitative Analysis**

To answer RQ 2, we analyzed the audio and the screen recordings to understand how variational traces help understanding differences among executions. Our coding frame [Saldaña 2015, Schreier 2012] is shown in the right upper corner of 5.4a. Overall, all participants try to understand the relationship between effect (e.g., the fault) and its cause [LaToza et al. 2007]. The tasks for understanding effect and cause can be refined further.

To understand the effect, it is necessary to understand program state and the condition. The program state is necessary to know values of variables and which method calls are important. When analyzing variations, it is also important to know under which condition (i.e., selection of options) the fault appears.

After understanding the effect, it is possible to investigate its cause. It is necessary to understand the state changes and method calls that lead to the state of the effect.
As the effect only happens under certain conditions it is also necessary to investigate how specific selections of options cause the effect.

In Figure 5.4 we used our coding frame to illustrate on which tasks the participants were working on. Additionally, to the tasks in our coding frame, the participants also spend time with unrelated tasks, such as reading, scrolling, or investigating unrelated code [Ko et al., 2006a]. Unrelated tasks are shown with white boxes. We plot the tasks on a horizontal time axis. The group using Varviz performed the tasks much better than the group using the debugger. In the following, we investigate the reasons why the tasks are so difficult when using only a debugger. We explore which information are required to solve the tasks and how Varviz helps to gather them.

We can see in Figure 5.4 that the debugger group spend much more time on unrelated parts of the program and on tasks that do not lead to solving the problem. The main reason is that the participants read unrelated code of the programs. Another reason is that the participants give up on their current goal and try to get information from other places. When using the debugger, it is up to the programmer to find the places where to find information about the program. Thus, the participants were lost in the source code they did not know, which leads to confusion and reading of code. In contrast, when using Varviz, the participants had a guide that helps them to find the few locations in the code that are of interest.

When we analyze the performances for Elevator more closely (see Figure 5.4a), we see that the Varviz group took only little time to understand the variations. All the participants almost instantly figured out the condition of the fault (which is trivial using the variational trace as it is indicated by the context of the exception statement). Also, figuring out where the option affects the behavior of the program is simple using Varviz as there are only few place (few decisions) where the option affects the data flow. In contrast, when using the debugger, the first task is to figure out the condition of the fault. Without specialized tool support, this requires switching the options in the configuration and to re-execute the program. The time spent on this task depends on how many options the program has, how many options interact, and finally on luck or intuition as for participant Debugger 5. A simple tool that reports the condition of the faults (e.g., brute force) would help the debugger users and would improve their performances. However, such a tool alone is not sufficient as it solves only a small part of the problem.

After finding the condition of the fault, the participants still need to answer how the option triggers the effect. By searching where the option is used, the place can be found, however also unrelated usages and only direct usages are found. Thus, participants Debugger 3 and Debugger 4 did not even identify this part of the program.

Finally, we can see that the Varviz group spend little time to understand the state at the exception. This means that they can spend more time for understanding how the interaction triggers the effect and how this causes the fault. The debugger group took overall more time to find the values of the variables and their values at the exception (except of participant Debugger 5 who performed well on this task). The tasks to identify the exception state and the state changes are particularly hard as the program calls the scheduling method for the elevator in a loop. This makes
setting breakpoints hard as they are triggered multiple times before the actual state of interest.

In the performances for NanoXML (see Figure 5.4b), we can see that both groups struggle for identifying the state of the exception and answering why this state causes the fault. This is because of a relatively difficult if-statement shown in the listing below. The variational trace provides the values used in this if-statement. However, the participants still need to understand the meaning of it.

```java
if (!str.equals(prefix==null?name:prefix+name))
    XMLUtil.errorWrongClosingTag(this.reader, name, str);
```

After the participants using Varviz understood the meaning of the if-statement, they only spend little time to find the place of the cause as it is pointed out by a decision in the trace. In contrast, the debugger group again struggled to identify the cause. One reason is that the parsing is implemented using recursion, which again means that the breakpoints are triggered multiple times at the wrong state. This again shows that control-flow (i.e., the decision of the cause) and data-flow information (i.e., the values that differ among the two executions) are essential to understand the differences among executions. Both information are contained in the variational trace.

RQ2: How do variational traces help understanding differences in executions?

Understanding where and how configuration options influence the execution is hard using only a standard debugger as only one configuration can be executed at a time. Thus, participants using the Eclipse debugger have difficulties figuring out the condition of the fault, gathering information about differences in the program states, and to find the cause of the fault. Variational traces help with these task by providing essential information about the fault condition, the fault state, as well as data and control-flow differences that lead to the fault. This information helps users to focus on important parts of the execution which additionally prevents from wasting time on unrelated activities.

Threats to Validity

We designed our user study as between-subject study with only ten participants. As discussed, we decided to use a between-subject design to avoid confounding factors and to reduce training time at the cost of the reduced power of the design [Charness et al., 2012]. We carefully calculated the required number of users upfront to minimize the effort for analyzing the think-aloud protocols and the screen recordings [Rosner, 2015]. The measured performances in the experiment approximately match our expected performances from our pilot study. Due to the large effect sizes a larger number of participants is unnecessary. The fact that our results are statistically significant confirms that the chance of a random error due to small sample size is small.

To reduce selection bias, we recruit participants in public channels and randomly assign them into two groups. The average programming experience varies by almost
two years between the groups, which is however caused by a single outlier (Varviz 1). Our results are robust to removing this outlier (i.e., our results remain statistically significant without this participant) [Larsson et al., 2014]. To avoid effects due to differences in programming experiences, we designed the tasks in a way that basic debugging experience is sufficient. Since we conduct the user study in the Eclipse environment, experience with the Eclipse toolchain is likely to affect performance of participants. We performed a warm-up task to familiarize the participants with the type of tasks and the programming environment. We argue that most common usages of Eclipse are straightforward to most developers, given that Eclipse is a standard and classic development tool for Java. In addition, we made it clear to the participants before study that we could provide immediate support for questions on Eclipse usage. However, participants rarely asked for help regarding Eclipse. Thus, we argue that Eclipse experience likely has only minor impact to the performance results. To minimize confounding factors, we implement Varviz in a way that is completely orthogonal with existing features of Eclipse. Moreover, our introduction to Varviz only covers the plugin itself, not including any other functionalities of Eclipse. The think-aloud protocol influences the time performance of the participants; however, it influences both groups equally and because the expected effect size is big we do not expect any systematic influences on the overall results.

We used two diverse systems for the debugging tasks. We showed that variational traces are useful to understand faults in systems with multiple options as well to compare two executions. However, readers should be careful when generalizing our results to other systems and tasks.

5.5 Scalability Evaluation

Variational traces are concise representations of differences among executions. To further reduce the size, we allow focusing on small sets of options discussed in Section 5.2.4. However, we do not yet apply any kind of impact analyses to reduce the size even further, as this is out of scope of this paper and as the sizes are already small enough especially for the programs used in Section 5.4. Variational traces are useful beyond debugging, as for example in our work on detecting behavioral feature interactions with feature interaction graphs which can deal with large variational traces [Soares et al., 2018]. In this section, we evaluate the size of variational traces when aligning the executions of exponentially large configuration spaces. Specifically, we answer the following research question:

RQ3: How does the generation of variational traces using variational executions scale compared to a base line approach? The exponential growth of configuration spaces with the number of options is challenging for both, execution and alignment of many configurations. By answering RQ 3, we investigate the scalability of using variational execution to generate variational traces with regard to runtime and memory consumption.

RQ4: How large do variational traces get? Information on data and control flow differences useful are beyond debugging (see Section 5.6). With RQ4, we investigate how complex variational traces get when applied to programs with different numbers
5.5. Scalability Evaluation

Table 5.1: Statistics on programs used in quantitative evaluation. \(D_{all}\) and \(S_{all}\) state the number of decisions respectively statements of the full variational trace. \(D_3\) and \(S_3\) state the mean number of decisions respectively statements after filtering for three options. In TimeBL and MemoryBL we show the time and memory consumptions for the baseline implementation (*for CheckStyle we only executed the configurations for five options with the baseline approach).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Opt.</th>
<th>Conf.</th>
<th>Instr.</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>TimeBL</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>MemoryBL</th>
<th>(D_{all})</th>
<th>(D_3)</th>
<th>(S_{all})</th>
<th>(S_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CheckStyle</td>
<td>14,950</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>&gt;2175</td>
<td>194M</td>
<td>209.8s</td>
<td>364.8s</td>
<td>1984MB</td>
<td>*3269MB</td>
<td>5,980</td>
<td>165.5</td>
<td>290,477</td>
<td>302.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuEval</td>
<td>3,109</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>6M</td>
<td>10.6s</td>
<td>50.3s</td>
<td>379MB</td>
<td>1498MB</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>4,152</td>
<td>110.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>17M</td>
<td>15.6s</td>
<td>18.9s</td>
<td>408MB</td>
<td>975MB</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>5,565</td>
<td>301.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24k</td>
<td>0.1s</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
<td>41MB</td>
<td>29MB</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26k</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
<td>0.4s</td>
<td>28MB</td>
<td>49MB</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mne Pump</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>22k</td>
<td>0.1s</td>
<td>0.4s</td>
<td>37MB</td>
<td>49MB</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental Setup

In our evaluation, we reuse six configurable systems from our previous study on feature interactions and essential configuration complexity (see Chapter 4 Meinicke et al., 2016). The systems are shown in Table 5.1. The systems are from different domains and show different interaction properties Meinicke et al., 2016. We execute each system for a corresponding standard scenario. Each system comes with a set of options that can be enabled and disabled, which results in large numbers of configurations for which we execute the program (see Table 5.1).

The experiments are performed on a Windows computer with 8 GB ram and an Intel i5 processor with 4 cores. To answer RQ 3 we collect the execution time and the memory consumption, we ran variational execution and the base line approach ten times and report the median value to avoid measurement errors.

The size of the variational trace depends on several factors. First, the length of the execution (see number of instructions in Table 5.1). It also depends on how the program implements variability and how the options interact. The fewer options interact in a program, the shorter the trace will be (statistics on the interactions in the systems are discussed by Meinicke et al., 2016). In our evaluation, we collect metrics on how large variational traces can get for different implementations and executions.

Statements and decisions indicate the complexity of the variational trace. However, understanding a fault or an interaction usually only requires few options as the interactions degrees are usually low Abal et al., 2018, Cabral et al., 2010, Cohen et al., 2007, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004, Medeiros et al., 2016, Meinicke et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011. We use context filters as discussed in Section 5.2.4 to filter the variational trace for all combinations of three options (we filter the trace of CheckStyle only for one option due to the large number of options).

Results

In Table 5.1 we report the times and memory consumptions required to generate the variational trace. As shown, the time to generate the variational trace is always
lower than with the base line approach, especially for larger configuration spaces. For Checkstyle with 141 options, our approach takes 209.8 seconds, which is lower than what the base line approach takes when aligning the configurations for only five options. As expected, the memory consumption of the base line approach becomes problematic, especially when aligning longer execution traces. Again, the base line approach requires 3 GB for aligning only the traces for five options while our approach takes 2 GB when aligning the traces for all configurations. Note that the reported memory consumption of our approach also contains the memory overhead of VarexJ itself.

**RQ3:** How does the generation of variational traces using variational executions scale compared to a base line approach?

Generating variational traces using variational executions scales to exponentially large configuration spaces with regard to execution time and memory consumption. In contrast, the base line approach is only able to generate variational traces for smaller configuration spaces while taking more time and memory than our approach based on variational execution.

In [Table 5.1](#), we report the sizes of complete variational traces and the mean sizes after applying filters for three options. Even though the interaction experiments (Elevator, E-Mail and Mine Pump) are designed to cause many interactions among options, we see that the sizes of their variational traces are small. For GPL the complete variational trace becomes large as the executions contain long iterations which cause trivial but repetitive interactions on data (e.g., optionally initializing the weight for all vertexes in a graph). The same happens for QuEval which also has trivial but repetitive executions. For CheckStyle, which has by far the longest executions, we see that the size of the complete variational trace is huge. The size of the variational trace is, however, small in relation to the configuration space and the number of executed instructions. Most of these statements in the variational trace for CheckStyle are again repetitive. After applying the filter for one option, we can see that the size can be reduced a lot. In general, the sizes of the traces become small after filtering them. Even the full traces can be useful as most of the shown statements and decisions are repetitive due to iterations.

**RQ4:** How large do variational traces get?

Variational traces are often small, but can become large, especially due to long iterations that repetitively create the same interactions on data. The size can be drastically reduced due to the filtering mechanisms, such as filtering for a small set of options.

**Threats to Validity**

To mitigate threats to external validity, we analyze different programs that show different kinds of interactions. We argue that variational traces are scalable (i.e.,
we can align the execution for an exponential configuration space while the number of nodes does not grow exponentially with the number of configurations) to most programs in the wild, because recent studies have shown that although there could be many options in a program, most options interact locally and thus interaction degrees are usually low [Abal et al., 2018, Cabral et al., 2010, Cohen et al., 2007, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004, Medeiros et al., 2016, Meinicke et al., 2016, Nie and Leung, 2011].

5.6 Applications Beyond Debugging

Understanding differences among executions can be useful beyond debugging a fault as in our example systems (see Section 5.4). In Section 5.1, we discussed related work that is able to detect feature interaction faults, help with feature traceability, and map options to program outputs. As discussed, these approaches can detect dependencies and interactions among options, but they cannot answer why they are interacting. We discuss three possible applications of variational traces to help understanding how dependencies and interactions are caused, to illustrate the potential of variational traces in concert with existing approaches.

Understanding the Impact of Load-Time Options

It is difficult to identify code that is affected by load-time options, especially due to implicit data flow. Previous work used static taint analysis or symbolic execution to detect code that depends on certain options [Lillack et al., 2017, Reisner et al., 2010]. Information (e.g., background colors) about which parts of the code depends on variability can help in the context of conditional compilation [Feigenspan et al., 2013]. However, when considering indirect dependencies due to data flow, as for load time variability, understanding becomes more difficult. We found that information about which lines depend on which options alone is not sufficient for understanding, as the cause of indirect dependencies are hard to understand [Zulfiqa, 2016]. Understanding these dependencies requires information about their causes due to indirect data and control flow [Ko et al., 2006b, LaToza et al., 2007, Parnin and Orso, 2011]. With variational traces we can help to understand why certain parts of the code depends on the selection of options as we show causes of differences in the control flow [Meinicke et al., 2018].

Understanding Information Flow

Previous work compared executions to detect information flow, either using a similar technique to variational execution [Austin and Flanagan, 2012b, Austin et al., 2013, Schmitz et al., 2016, Yang et al., 2016] or using multi execution [Devriese and Piessens, 2010, Kolbitsch et al., 2012, Kwon et al., 2016]. In this context of information flow, confidentiality levels (e.g., high and low) are used as options of the program. Aligning executions allows detecting potential information leaks by observing the conditional outputs. However, tracing back why data is leaked is difficult as it requires understanding why the executions differ. Thus, again, variational traces can help understanding the causes of information flow by explaining data and control flow differences.

Detecting Behavioral Feature Interactions

Variational traces are useful tool for understanding interactions in a single test case. However, if we want to analyze how all options interact in general, we need to execute multiple test cases. Thus, variational traces can become overwhelming as we cannot use our projections for subsets of options and we need to understand many variational traces, one for each test case.

Understanding many complex variational traces requires a form of abstraction to make them manageable. We developed an analysis of feature interaction in the variational traces that we present as feature interactions graphs [Soares et al., 2018]. These graphs summarize interactions between pairs of options including information on which variables are affected by the interaction. Beyond identifying which options interact with each other, the abstraction to feature interaction graphs enables us to perform analyses of how options interact. For example, we can detect suspicions interactions, such as suppressions, where one options disables the effect of another option [Soares et al., 2018].

5.7 Related Work


Omniscient or back-in-time debugging allows exploring and debug a single execution [Burg et al., 2013, Ko and Myers, 2008, 2010, Lewis, 2003, Pothier et al., 2007]. In contrast to standard debuggers, back-in-time debuggers allow exploring information of previous parts of the execution. To do so, they record full traces resulting in severe scalability challenges as they cannot predict which information is of interest. In contrast, we provide a dynamic analysis that can decide on the fly which information is potentially relevant to explain the fault.

Symbolic execution allows to explore all executions of a program for different inputs. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, symbolic execution usually does not share the executions after they are separated unless they incorporate ideas from variational execution [Sen et al., 2015]. The interactive verification debugger is a tool to understand the symbolic execution of a program [Hentschel et al., 2016a,b]. The tool visualizes the execution in a tree structure similar to Varviz. However, as the symbolic execution never joins the tree structure gets large even for small programs [Kanyshkova, 2017]. In contrast, our variational trace provides a concise representation of many executions.
5.8. Conclusion

Static and dynamic program slicing are techniques to reduce a program to only the statements relevant for understanding the state at a given program point [Ko-rel and Laski, 1988, Weiser, 1981]. However, program slices are often large and cannot explain differences among multiple executions, especially execution omission bugs [Zhang et al., 2007]. Differential slicing and dual slicing [Johnson et al., 2011, Kim et al., 2015, Sumner and Zhang, 2013] compare the execution of two executions and reduces the comparison using program slicing. In contrast to slicing approaches, we aim to explain the differences among many executions and only focus on the causes and differences in the state to keep the explanations concise.

Multi execution are approaches that synchronize (typically two) concrete executions. These approaches enable analyses for information flow [Devriese and Piessens, 2010, Kim et al., 2015, Kolbitsch et al., 2012, Kwon et al., 2016], configuration faults [Su et al., 2007] and inconsistent updates [Hosek and Cadar, 2013, Maurer and Brumley, 2012, Tucek et al., 2009]. In contrast, our approach can compare a potentially exponential number of executions and helps to understand how the differences affect the program behavior.

5.8 Conclusion

In this work, we propose variational traces to explain the runtime behaviors of inputs and interactions among them. Efficient generation of variational traces is only possible due to optimal alignment using variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Wong et al., 2018b] (see Chapter 3), which enables us to generate traces for larger applications, and the properties of how options interact, such as local and orthogonal [Meinicke et al., 2016] (see Chapter 4), which are essential for variational traces to be concise. To visualize variational traces, we provide an interactive Eclipse plugin called Varviz, which enables programmers to use variational traces for debugging interaction faults. In our user study, we show that users of Varviz outperform the users of the Eclipse debugger significantly in terms of understanding and time spent on debugging tasks. Users of Varviz can focus on relevant parts of the programs quickly, without being distracted by irrelevant data and control flow decisions. When compared with users who use the standard Eclipse debugger, Varviz users can finish all the debugging and understanding tasks, using less than half of the time. We further evaluate the size of variational traces on six highly configurable systems. In general, the size of variational traces can get large, but our filters are effective in reducing the traces to a relatively small number of statements. Overall, our evaluation of effectiveness and scalability demonstrates that variational traces are useful in practice to understand differences among executions.
6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss future research directions.

Variability in software is challenging as it hinders analysis and code comprehension [Apel et al., 2013a, Melo et al., 2017, Thüm et al., 2014]. Especially, interactions among options are hard to detect, understand, and resolve [Abal et al., 2018, Apel et al., 2013b, Calder et al., 2003a, Garvin and Cohen, 2011]. With the research of this thesis, we aimed to increase our understanding of such interactions. In detail, we help detecting faults caused by feature interaction using variational execution [Meinicke, 2014, Nguyen et al., 2014a, Wong et al., 2018b], we gained a better understanding of how options interact with each other [Meinicke et al., 2016], and we help programmers understanding interactions using variational traces [Meinicke et al., 2018, Soares et al., 2018].

In Chapter 3, we discussed our work on variational execution. Variational execution itself is not the main contribution of this thesis. Though, we made several engineering contributions advancing the technique (see Chapter 3). Instead, our contribution bases on the realization that beyond the ability of executing all configurations, variational execution is an efficient approach for aligning many of executions, sidestepping challenges of trace alignment, nondeterminism, and the memory explosion caused by recording full traces. Aligning the executions of all configurations enables the work of this thesis as it allows us to directly observe feature interactions on the control and on data-flow. Observing feature interactions is challenging without variational execution as they can usually only be observed by their effects, such as faults.

Characteristics of Interactions: There have been assumptions on feature interactions, such as that only few feature interact at a time and that most faults are caused by interactions of three features [Abal et al., 2018, Garvin and Cohen, 2011, Kuhn et al., 2004]. However, these assumptions are biased towards bug reports, as interactions are only observed by undesired behavior. Existing analyses try to scale with these assumptions about interactions. However, whether these assumptions are valid and how much we can speed up analyses in future was not well
understood. Based on variational execution, we implemented a dynamic analysis to quantify different characteristics of interactions with benchmarks and to analyze real-world programs. We found that essential configuration complexity (i.e., the computational overhead) induced by real-world interactions is usually low, making configuration-complete analyses feasible. Based on our insights, we discussed typical characteristics of interactions, which can be exploited by future approaches for analyzing configurable systems.

Our new insights will help designing better quality assurance strategies that are aware of how options interact in software. These insights enable us to explain why current analyses scale for certain feature interactions but do not for others. With our new understanding on feature interactions, we help building and designing configurable software that is easier to analyze by being aware of which types of interactions challenge analysis or are supported by existing analyses.

**Variational Debugging:** Detecting interaction faults is only the first step. The fault also needs to be resolved, which requires understanding why and how feature interactions causes the faulty behavior. Comparing valid and failing executions has been shown the be useful for explaining faults \cite{Sumner:2013b,Zeller:2002}. When understanding interactions, however, it is not sufficient to align two executions. Instead, we propose to align the executions of all configurations, using variational execution. We summarize the alignment of the executions in variational traces to explain the runtime behaviors of inputs and interactions among them. We provide an interactive Eclipse plugin called Varviz, which enables programmers to use variational traces for debugging interaction faults. We showed that users of Varviz outperform the users of the Eclipse debugger significantly in terms of understanding and time spent on debugging tasks. Users of Varviz can focus on relevant parts of the programs quickly, without being distracted by irrelevant data and control flow decisions. In general, the size of variational traces can get large, but our filters are effective in reducing the traces to a relatively small number of statements. Overall, our evaluation of effectiveness and scalability demonstrates that variational traces are useful in practice to understand differences among executions.

With variational traces, we provide the first opportunity to directly observe feature interactions when they occur during runtime. The ability to observe feature interactions directly enables future researchers to study them in more detail. Variational traces further help developers to debug interaction faults, which are notoriously hard to understand with standard tools. Beyond the usefulness of variational traces, our study shows for the first time, that comparative approaches (i.e., contrasting executions) actually help developers understanding and debugging faults.

In summary, we extended the general understanding of feature interactions. We enable efficient future analysis of configurable systems by informing them about properties of interactions. We further enable researchers to study and observe feature interactions directly using variational traces. Overall, our work helps detecting interaction faults, which improves software quality and reduce development effort. This directly impacts safety, security, reliability and cost of software.
6.1 Suggestions for Future Work

In this Section, we want to discuss future research opportunities according to variational traces and the two main parts of this thesis, variational execution, characteristics of feature interactions, and variational traces.

**Variational Execution:** Variational execution is a new and evolving technique that gained major improvements over the last years [Meinicke, 2014; Wong et al., 2018b]. However, there are still major challenges that need to be solved for variational execution to be usable in industrial settings. The first challenge is the environment barrier where code is execution that cannot be executed variational, such as native methods. This problem is shared with related techniques, such as symbolic execution [Baldoni et al., 2018]. A simple solution is to invoke the code multiple times, which however may cause incorrect behavior if the method has side effects (e.g., writing to a file). Thus, the environment is often modeled separately to avoid these side effects [Baldoni et al., 2018; Cadar et al., 2008a]. Such model classes, however, are often implemented manually with high effort. Automated solutions simulating the environment would have a great impact for the applicability of variational execution.

A second bottleneck of variational execution are variations in data structures. Interactions on data structures can in the worst case cause an exponential explosion, making variational execution impractical [Walkingshaw et al., 2014]. Research has shown that variational data structures can efficiently handle interactions among many options [Lazarek, 2017; Wong et al., 2018b]. However, manually lifting each data structure to be variational including specialized handling of them is again impractical. Automated and general solutions for variational data structures are needed to speed up variational execution and to avoid the exponential explosion.

Variational execution is an efficient technique to explore many variations of a system and its inputs. Beyond testing configurable systems and observing feature interactions, variational execution has more interesting applications [Wong et al., 2018a]. Future research should explore how to improve existing approaches that rely on executing a system multiple times with minor variations. Some promising applications are [Wong et al., 2018a]: (1) mutation testing, where variational execution can be used to explore many mutations at the same time including combinations of them, called higher order mutations [Chen, 2018; Jia and Harman, 2009, 2011], and (2) automatic program repair, where minor changes are applied to a faulty program and the test suite is invoked repeatedly for each change until all tests pass [Le Goues et al., 2012].

**Characteristics of Feature Interactions:** We observed characteristics of interactions that are more nuanced than "low interaction degree". These characteristics should be considered when designing analysis of configurable systems and interactions. Especially, the insights that not all options interact and that most parts of the execution are not affected by interactions help when designing efficient approaches.

Our study on characteristics was done on a small set of systems. Future work should investigate whether our findings hold for larger systems as well and whether there are more interesting characteristics.
Variational Debugging: With variational traces we developed an approach that allows to observe feature interactions directly. We already developed an analysis based on variational traces to detect unintended behavioral interactions [Soares et al., 2018]. We believe that variational traces are helpful for developers and researchers to understand how options are interacting. However, currently variational traces can become large for long executions due to repeated and unimportant interactions. For variational traces to be a useful debugging tool even for larger systems, we need a way to reduce the traces to the essential statements necessary for understanding of an interaction (e.g., a fault). This can be done with impact analysis to only include statements that are necessary to cause a certain fault. Further heuristics, such as loop summaries, can be applied to reduce the amount of redundant information in the trace.
A. Appendix

In the context of this work we performed a user study to evaluate variational traces. In Section 5.4, we used variational traces generated by Varviz to compare their usefulness to a standard eclipse debugger when understanding faults caused by variations. In this Section, we present the complete variational traces that we showed the users in our study to illustrate why variational traces are helpful.

A.1 Variational Trace for Elevator

In Figure A.1, we show the variational trace for Elevator used in our user study of Section 5.4. As shown, the exception is thrown in the method `checkAfterTimeShift`. The method checks whether the `expectedDirection` is equivalent to the actual direction (`getCurrentDirection`) of the elevator. The trace shows the values of both: `expectedDirection` is `DOWN` in all configurations and the current direction is `UP` if `executiveFloor` is selected, `DOWN` otherwise. As the directions are not equal if `executiveFloor` is selected, the Exception is thrown under the condition of `executiveFloor`.

The next step is to find the place where the direction is changed. This leads us to the method `continueInDirection`. The method is invoked with different directions depending on the selection of `executiveFloor`. This direction change is caused by the previous check of `stopRequestedInDirection`, which returns false if `executiveFloor` is selected. The implementation of `executiveFloor` overrides any other call to force the elevator to go to the executed floor.

The connections among these method calls are difficult to detect as they do not appear in the stack trace of the exception. A further challenge when using a debugger is that the method `timeShift` is invoked multiple times before the exception is thrown which makes debugging using breakpoints difficult. As discussed in Section 5.4, we can see from the trace that the users are focus on five methods, while they can observe the states and the state differences that lead to the fault.
Figure A.1: Complete variational trace for Elevator used in our user study (Section 5.4).

### A.2 Variational Trace for NanoXML

In Figure A.2 we show the complete variational trace for NanoXML used in our user study of Section 5.4. The trace illustrates the main challenge of unimportant statements and state differences that are not important to understand the fault. Most of the statements in the trace show minor differences in characters. These differences are caused by reading two different files. Thus, when parsing the strings
simultaneously, the elements do not align, and the variational trace reports a difference.

Even though the trace contains a lot of noise, the participants were able to detect the important statements in the trace easily. The exception is thrown because the \texttt{str} does not equal \texttt{prefix + name} (see Listing A.1). When looking in the trace, we can see all the values used in the if statement. We can see that \texttt{prefix + name} under condition \texttt{testva\_ns} is \texttt{"ns:" + ":Bar"}. Thus, there are two colons instead of one as expected.

To solve the fault, we need to figure out why there is an additional colon. When going back on the trace, we can find the location where \texttt{prefix} and \texttt{name} are changed under condition \texttt{testva\_ns}. These changes are automatically highlighted by \texttt{Varviz} due to the red arrows. Opening the location of the statements leads us to the code shown in Listing A.2 (this is supported by double clicking on the statement in \texttt{Varviz}). We can see that the method \texttt{substring} on \texttt{name} is called with the parameter \texttt{colonIndex}. As substring is inclusive, \texttt{name} contains the additional colon. Thus, changing the parameter to \texttt{colonIndex+1} will fix the bug.

In summary, debugging the fault using a standard debugger is again challenging as the method \texttt{processElement} is called recursively many times before the exception is thrown. \texttt{Varviz} instead highlights the exact location and state causing the fault. Thus, even though the variational trace contains unnecessary statements, it is eases debugging.

```
1 if (!str.equals(prefix==null?name:prefix+name))
2  XMLUtil.errorWrongClosingTag(this.reader, name, str);
```

Listing A.1: Parser check in NanoXML.

```
1 String name = XMLUtil.scanIdentifier();
2 String prefix = null;
3 int colonIndex = name.indexOf(':'');
4 if (colonIndex > 0) {
5   prefix = name.substring(0, colonIndex+1);
6   name = name.substring(colonIndex);
7 }
```

Listing A.2: Location of the fault in NanoXML.
char ch = null \rightarrow 66 : testvw_ns
0x3e : ¬ testvw_ns
return char 66 : testvw_ns
0x3e : ¬ testvw_ns
char ch = null \rightarrow 66 : testvw_ns
0x3e : ¬ testvw_ns
return String "ns:Bar" : testvw_ns
"Bar" : ¬ testvw_ns
String name = null = "ns:Bar" : testvw_ns
"Bar" : ¬ testvw_ns
int colonIndex = null \rightarrow 2
1 : ¬ testvw_ns
int colonIndex 2 : testvw_ns
¬ 1 : ¬ testvw_ns
String prefix = null \rightarrow null
"ns:" : testvw_ns
String name = "ns:Bar" : testvw_ns
"Bar" : ¬ testvw_ns
String name "ns:Bar" : testvw_ns
"Bar" : ¬ testvw_ns
net.n3.nanoxml.XMLUtil#scanIdentifier()
net.n3.nanoxml.XMLElement#<init>()
net.n3.nanoxml.XMLElement#getName()
net.n3.nanoxml.XMLElement#addChild()
Figure A.2: Complete variational trace for NanoXML used in our user study (Section 5.4).
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